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Memorandum 

To: District 32 Republican Club

Re: Legislation & Politics 

From: Chuck Serio, Legislative Committee Chairman 

Date: April 9, 2021 

Maryland General Assembly 

HB 1300 — Blueprint for Maryland’s Future (Kirwan)

This became law when the governor’s veto was overridden in early February.  In the House, the 
vote was (97-38).  District 32 Delegates Bartlett, Chang and Rogers voted for the override as did 
District 32 Senator Beidle where the vote was (31-15). 

In addition to increasing education spending by billions of dollars, it imposes two new taxes on 
Maryland’s citizens.  There will now be a tax on digital streaming and a tax on digital ads.1

HB 16 — Immigration Detention Prohibition 

From the Department of Legislative Services Analysis: 

The State, local governments, and specified State and local agents are prohibited from 
(1) entering into an agreement of any kind for the detention of individuals in an 
immigration detention facility owned, managed, or operated, in whole or in part, by a 
private entity; (2) paying, reimbursing, subsidizing, or defraying in any way any costs 
related to the sale, purchase, construction, development, ownership, management, or 
operation of an immigration detention facility that is or will be owned, managed, or 
operated, in whole or in part, by a private entity; (3) receiving any payment related to the 
detention of individuals in an immigration detention facility owned, managed, or operated 
in whole or in part, by a private entity; or (4) otherwise giving any financial incentive or 
benefit to any private entity or person in connection with the sale, purchase, construction, 
development, ownership, management, or operation of an immigration detention facility 
that is or will be owned, managed, or operated, in whole or in part, by a private entity. 

It appears to eliminate any option for any local jurisdiction to cooperate with the federal 
government in detaining illegal aliens. 

1 Cynthia Prairie, Maryland Reporter.com, February 9, 2021 

http://www.md32gop.org/
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Legislation/Details/HB1300?ys=2020RS
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Legislation/Details/HB0016?ys=2021RS
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Legislation/Details/HB0016?ys=2021RS
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The House Judiciary Committee passed it (13-7).  District 32 Delegate Bartlett was among those 
supporting the measure in committee.  All District 32 delegates supported it on the floor and it 
passed (86-44).  The Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee is now considering it. 

HB 670 — Police Reform and Accountability Act (and several Senate bills) 

This house bill repeals the Law Enforcement Officers Bill of Rights and defines internal 
investigation procedures for all law enforcement officers in the state.  It also mandates bodycams, 
and makes it illegal for an officer not to intervene and report misconduct of other officers.2  There 
is also a provision that gives public access to disciplinary records.  This would include information 
about unfounded allegations.3  The House Judiciary Committee approved it (15-7) with the help of 
District 32 Delegate Bartlett.  The House passed it with a veto-proof majority (96-40).   Delegates 
Bartlett, Chang and Rogers voted for it.  The bill was approved by the Senate Judicial Proceedings 
Committee on March 30 by a vote of 7 to 4.  It was amended by floor votes in the Senate and passed 
on third reader April 1 (32-15); District 32 Senator Beidle voted in favor.  The House rejected the 
amended version on April 2.  The Senate refused to recede from its version.  A conference committee 
consisting of 3 Democrats from each chamber was established.  After rejecting 8 of the Republican’s 
amendments that had been adopted on the Senate floor and adding 16 more amendments, the 
conference report was submitted to the House and Senate for consideration.  On April 7, the House 
adopted the conference report (98-40) and the Senate adopted it (31-15); it now awaits the 
governor’s signature. 

Federal 

H.R. 1 — For the People Act (aka – the election integrity destruction act)

Representative John Sarbanes (D-MD-3) introduced this bill on January 4, 2021.  It has 222 
cosponsors, all of whom are Democrats.  The members of the Maryland House delegation, except 
Andy Harris (R-1), are cosponsors.  The Heritage Foundation analysis points out several very 
destructive effects that this bill will impose on election integrity.   

Among them are the following: 

 H.R. 1 would federalize and micromanage the election process, imposing 

unconstitutional mandates on the states 

 Elimination of basic security protocols provided by various state legislatures 

 Mandates 15 days of early voting raising the cost of conducting elections 

 Degrades the accuracy of registration lists by requiring states to automatically 

register all individuals as opposed to citizens 

2 Sandy Malone, The Police Tribune, March 4, 2021 
3 Ibid. 

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2021RS/votes/house/0576.pdf
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Legislation/Details/hb0670
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/1?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22Sarbanes%22%5D%7D&s=6&r=26
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/1?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22Sarbanes%22%5D%7D&s=6&r=26
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 Prohibits state election officials from participating in federal elections 

 Bans state voter ID laws 

 Prohibits the filing of any lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of H.R. 1 

anywhere except the District Court of the District of Columbia, severely limiting the 

legal representation and due process rights of challengers 

On March 3, 2021, the House passed H.R. 1 by a vote of (220-210).  It was opposed by a single Democrat 
freshman, Jared Golden (D-ME-2).  Perhaps the bill was not radical enough for him. 

H.R. 5 — Equality Act

The Equality Act was introduced by Representative Cicilline (D-RI-1).  It has 224 cosponsors 
including all of the Democrats in the Maryland delegation.  While the bill’s title declares that it 
provides equality, an examination of its provisions suggests something very different.  By replacing 
“sex” with “sexual orientation and gender identity,” supporting traditional marriage would be an 
example of illegal discrimination.4 Representative Chip Roy (R-TX-21) has pointed out that the 
redefinition of sex as gender identity will classify objection to abortion as “pregnancy” 
discrimination, force girls to compete against boys in sports, force doctors to provide sex-change 
procedures, and force battered women’s shelters to allow biological men in them. 

On February 25, 2021, the bill passed (224-206).  Three Republicans joined the Democrats in 
support of this proposal, Fitzpatrick (PA-1), Katko (NY-24) and Reed (NY-23).  The Senate is 
now considering an identical bill, S. 393.  Maryland Senators Van Hollen and Cardin are cosponsors. 

H.R. 1319 — American Rescue Plan of 2021

This $1.9 trillion spending bill is the latest in a series of huge expenditures that are supposed to help 
overcome the effects of the Chinese Communist Party virus on the livelihoods of Americans and 
the economy in general.  However, the vast majority of the expenditures are directed to support 
Democrat-controlled states, according to Representative Mike Kelly (R-PA-16).5

Just 1% of the package is to be spent on vaccines and only 5% is dedicated to pandemic-related 
public health.  Nearly $128 billion is going to K-12 schools even though a previous relief bill 
provided $100 billion for that purpose that is still largely unspent.6

It passed the House on March 10, 2021 (220-211) with the aid of all of Maryland’s Democrats.  The 
Senate passed it earlier on March 6 with Maryland Senators Cardin and Van Hollen voting in 
support.  Through the use of the budget reconciliation process, a filibuster by those who oppose this 
measure was prohibited.  Republican leader, Kevin McCarthy said that Republicans offered 286 
amendments; 2 were accepted.7  The Senate vote was (50-49).  One Republican Senator was absent 

4 Christopher Bedford, The Federalist, February 25, 2021 
5 Samuel Allegri, The Epoch Times, February 28, 2021 
6 Ashe Schow, The Daily Wire, February 20, 2021 
7 Masooma Haq, The Epoch Times, February 25, 2021

https://clerk.house.gov/evs/2021/roll062.xml
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5
https://clerk.house.gov/evs/2021/roll039.xml
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/1319
https://clerk.house.gov/evs/2021/roll072.xml
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=117&session=1&vote=00110
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due to a death in his family; therefore, it was not necessary for Vice President Harris to cast a tie 
breaking vote. 
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31 Yeas 15 Nays 0 Not Voting 0 Excused 1 Absent


Senate of Maryland


SEQ NO. 198 Calendar Date: Feb 12, 2021 1:53 (PM)


2021 Regular Session


Legislative Date: Feb 10, 2021Presiding: Mr. President


2020 Vetoed House Bill


HB 1300 The Speaker


Blueprint for Maryland's Future - Implementation


Shall the bill pass notwithstanding the objections of the


Chief Executive?


Voting Yea - 31
Mr. President Griffith Kagan Lee Smith


Augustine Guzzone Kelley McCray Sydnor


Beidle Hayes King Patterson Waldstreicher


Carter Hester Klausmeier Peters Washington


Elfreth Hettleman Kramer Pinsky Young


Ellis Jackson Lam Rosapepe Zucker


Feldman


Voting Nay - 15
Bailey Corderman Gallion Jennings Salling


Carozza Eckardt Hershey Ready Simonaire


Cassilly Edwards Hough Reilly West


Not Voting - 0


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 1
Benson
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  HB 670 


Department of Legislative Services 
Maryland General Assembly 


2021 Session 
 


FISCAL AND POLICY NOTE 


First Reader 


House Bill 670 (The Speaker)(By Request - Workgroup to Address 


Police Reform and Accountability) 


Judiciary   


 


Police Reform and Accountability Act of 2021 
 
   


This bill makes various changes that generally relate to law enforcement. Among other 


things, the bill (1) repeals the Law Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights (LEOBR) and 


establishes provisions that relate to a discipline process for police officers; (2) alters 


requirements for the Maryland Police Training and Standards Commission (MPTSC) 


regarding training and police certification; (3) establishes the Maryland Use of Force 


Statute; (4) establishes provisions regarding investigations of police shootings; (5) requires 


each law enforcement agency to require, by January 1, 2025, the use of body-worn cameras 


(BWC); (6) alters provisions regarding no-knock warrants; (7) establishes a tuition 


exemption for specified individuals attending a public institution of higher education who 


intend to become a police officer; and (8) establishes the Baltimore Police Department 


(BPD) as an agency and instrumentality of Baltimore City (instead of the State).  
 


 


Fiscal Summary 
 


State Effect:  Although the overall fiscal effect of the bill is unknown, general fund 


expenditures increase by at least $8.9 million in FY 2022; future years reflect annualization 


and minimum ongoing costs. Potential significant decrease in higher education revenues.  
  


($ in millions) FY 2022 FY 2023 FY 2024 FY 2025 FY 2026 


Higher Ed Rev. (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 


GF Expenditure $8.9 $5.5 $5.5 $5.6 $5.7 


Other Exp. - - - - - 


Net Effect (-) (-) (-) (-) (-)   
Note:() = decrease; GF = general funds; FF = federal funds; SF = special funds; - = indeterminate increase; (-) = indeterminate decrease 
  


Local Effect:  Local government expenditures increase significantly. Revenues are not 


materially affected. This bill imposes a mandate on a unit of local government.   
 


Small Business Effect:  Potential minimal.   
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Analysis 
 


Bill Summary: 


 


Baltimore Police Department 


 


The bill establishes BPD as an agency and instrumentality of Baltimore City (instead of 


the State). As a result, the Mayor and the City Council of Baltimore City are authorized to 


amend the law relating to BPD in order to implement policy changes. In addition, the bill 


clarifies that BPD police officers continue to have the authority to make arrests, conduct 


investigations, and otherwise enforce the laws of the State conferred under Title 2 of the 


Criminal Procedure Article. 


 


No-knock Warrants 


 


The bill alters the grounds for the issuance of a no-knock warrant to require clear and 


convincing evidence that, without the authorization, the life or safety of the executing 


officer or another person may be endangered (instead of reasonable suspicion to believe 


that, without the authorization, the property subject to seizure may be destroyed, disposed 


of, or secreted, or the life or safety of the executing officer or another person may be 


endangered). Absent exigent circumstances, a warrant to search a residence must be 


executed between 8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. 


 


Tuition Exemption 


 


An individual attending a public institution of higher education is exempt from paying 


tuition if the individual (1) is enrolled in a four-year degree program in criminal law, 


criminology, or criminal justice; (2) is eligible for in-state tuition; and (3) intends to 


become a police officer after graduation. An individual who receives a tuition exemption 


under the bill must pay to the institution the total value of the tuition exemption received 


if the individual fails to (1) earn the specified degree within seven years after starting the 


program and (2) work as a police officer for at least five years during the eight-year period 


after graduation. The Maryland Higher Education Commission (MHEC) must adopt 


regulations to implement these provisions.  


 


Maryland Police Training and Standards Commission 


 


The bill alters the composition of MPTSC and requires it to: 


 


 develop a training program on matters relating to police training and standards for 


citizens who are appointed to serve on the commission; 
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 hold law enforcement agencies accountable for violations of the “Use of Force 


Statute” established by the bill and work with the Comptroller and the Governor’s 


Office of Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services (GOCPYVS) to ensure that 


State grant funding is withheld from a law enforcement agency that violates those 


provisions;  


 revoke the certification of specified police officers who have been (1) found to have 


violated the Use of Force Statute; (2) convicted of specified crimes; or 


(3) previously fired or resigned while being investigated for serious misconduct or 


use of excessive force;  


 create a statewide database to track police officer de-certifications due to improper 


use of force; and 


 develop a test and training for implicit bias, require all law enforcement agencies to 


use the test in the hiring process, and require all new and existing police officers to 


complete implicit bias testing and training, as specified.  


 


The requirements for certification of a police officer by MPTSC are expanded to require 


each individual to submit to (1) a specified mental health screening (instead of a 


psychological evaluation) and (2) a specified physical agility assessment. As a condition 


of certification, a police officer must annually submit to a mental health assessment and a 


physical agility assessment to establish continuing fitness to carry out the duties of a police 


officer. Prior marijuana use is not a disqualifier for certification as a police officer and may 


not be the basis for disqualifying an applicant for a position as a police officer. 


 


SWAT Team Reports 


 


The bill restores the data collection and reporting program related to law enforcement 


“SWAT team” activities that was established by Chapters 542 and 543 of 2009 and that 


terminated June 30, 2014. Beginning July 1, 2022, the information must be reported 


biannually to GOCPYVS. GOCPYVS must analyze and summarize the reports submitted 


by law enforcement agencies and by September 1 each year, GOCPYVS must publish the 


report on its website and submit it to the Governor, the General Assembly, and each law 


enforcement agency. GOCPYVS must report noncompliance to MPTSC. MPTSC must 


request compliance, and GOCPYVS and MPTSC must jointly report further 


noncompliance, as specified. 


 


Early Intervention System 


 


The bill repeals a provision that requires each law enforcement agency to establish a 


confidential and nonpunitive early intervention policy for counseling officers who receive 


three or more citizen complaints within a 12-month period. Instead, each law enforcement 
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agency must establish a data-based early intervention system, as specified, to identify 


police officers who are at risk of engaging in the use of excessive force and to provide 


those officers with retraining and behavioral interventions, reassignments, or other 


appropriate responses to reduce the risk of the use of excessive force. MPTSC must develop 


guidelines for an early intervention system. 


 


Police Shooting Investigation 


 


An “independent investigative agency,” as defined by the bill, must investigate a shooting 


involving a police officer or other incident involving the use of physical force by a police 


officer causing death or serious injury. A law enforcement agency must notify the 


independent investigative agency of a potentially qualifying incident and cooperate with 


the independent investigative agency in the investigation of the incident. When the 


investigation is complete, the independent investigative agency must submit a report with 


its findings to the appropriate State’s Attorney. After the State’s Attorney makes a decision 


whether or not to prosecute, the independent investigative agency must publicize the report. 


The Governor must annually include funding in the State budget sufficient to provide for 


the full and proper operation of the independent investigative agency. 


 


Maryland Use of Force Statute 


 


The bill establishes the Maryland Use of Force Statute, which includes various 


requirements and prohibitions for police officers and police supervisors relating to the use 


of force. Among other things, a police officer may only use the force that is objectively 


reasonable and appears to be necessary under the circumstances in response to the threat 


or resistance by another person. Deadly force may only be used to stop an imminent threat 


of death or serious injury to the officer or another person. Other provisions generally relate 


to (1) a police officer’s duty to intervene and render aid; (2) a police supervisor’s duty to 


respond to incidents and review video recordings; (3) a law enforcement agency’s duty to 


have specified written policies; and (4) required training, The bill also prohibits police 


officers from discharging a firearm at a moving vehicle except under specified 


circumstances and from using a chokehold or restraint that restricts blood flow or breath. 


In addition, the bill prohibits a law enforcement agency from acquiring a surplus armored 


or weaponized vehicle.  


 


A police officer who recklessly violates the use of force provisions is guilty of a 


misdemeanor and on conviction is subject to a maximum penalty of five years 


imprisonment. A police officer who knowingly and willfully violates those provisions is 


guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction is subject to a maximum penalty of 10 years 


imprisonment.  
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GOCPYVS must withhold grant funding from a law enforcement agency that violates the 


use of force provisions. By December 1 each year, MPTSC must submit a report to the 


Governor and the General Assembly that lists the law enforcement agencies that violated 


the use of force provisions, as specified, and describes the nature of each violation. 


 


Repeal of the Law Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights and Establishment of New 


Discipline Process for Police Officers 


 


The bill repeals LEOBR in its entirety and establishes new provisions relating to a 


discipline process for police officers.  


 


Discipline Process:  Each law enforcement agency must establish, implement, and post on 


its public website, a discipline process that is (1) open and transparent; (2) includes a 


specified administrative charging committee; (3) provides the right to a trial board, with 


specified civilian membership, before disciplinary action is taken against a police officer; 


and (4) prohibits the use of a trial board for the discipline of a police officer who has 


received a conviction of probation before judgment for a crime and instead requires the 


chief of the agency to determine the discipline for such an officer.  


 


Civilian members of each trial board and administrative charging committee must receive 


training administered by MPTSC on matters relating to police procedures. Each county 


must have an independent agency that investigates and reviews citizen complaints of police 


misconduct. A law enforcement agency is prohibited from negating or altering any of the 


provisions relating to the discipline process through collective bargaining. 


 


After completion of an investigation of a complaint against a police officer, the law 


enforcement agency must forward to an administrative charging committee the 


investigatory files for all matters involving specified allegations of misconduct and any 


allegation relating to dishonesty, the violation of a criminal statute, or sexual or racial 


harassment. All other allegations must proceed in accordance with the policies and 


procedures of the law enforcement agency.  


 


Administrative Charging Committee:  An administrative charging committee must 


(1) review the findings of a law enforcement agency’s investigation; (2) make a 


determination as to whether or not to administratively charge the police officer who is the 


subject of the investigation; (3) if the police officer is charged, recommend specified 


discipline; (4) issue a written opinion that describes in detail its findings, determinations, 


and recommendations; and (5) forward the written opinion to the chief of the law 


enforcement agency. The bill authorizes an administrative charging committee to request 


specified information and make specified determinations. 
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The bill establishes requirements regarding the composition of an administrative charging 


committee and provides that the head attorney for the superior governmental authority, or 


a designee, must serve as chair of an administrative charging committee. The meetings of 


an administrative charging committee are not subject to the requirements of the 


Open Meetings Act. 


 


Provisions relating to the discipline process and administrative charging committees apply 


prospectively and may not be applied or interpreted to have any effect or application to 


(1) any bona fide collective bargaining agreement entered into by September 30, 2021, for 


the duration of the contract term, excluding any extensions, options to extend, or renewals 


of the term of the original contract or (2) a disciplinary matter against a law enforcement 


officer based on alleged misconduct occurring before the bill’s October 1, 2021 effective 


date.  


 


Emergency Number Systems Board 


 


By December 31, 2021, the Emergency Number Systems Board must study and report to 


the House Judiciary Committee and the Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee regarding 


whether certain types of calls for 9-1-1 service should be diverted to a person or entity 


other than law enforcement agencies. 


 


Current Law:  
 


History of the Baltimore Police Department  


 


BPD was initially brought under State control by Chapter 7 of 1860. Chapter 367 of 1867 


replaced Chapter 7 and provided for control of the police by a board of three commissioners 


who were to be elected by the General Assembly, and subject to removal by the legislature 


when it was in session, and by the Governor, though only for conviction of a felony, during 


the interim. The expenses of operating the police force were to be paid by the city. 


 


The law governing BPD was substantially revised by Chapter 203 of 1966. Under 


Chapter 203, BPD was “constituted and established as an agency and instrumentality of 


the State of Maryland.” Chapter 203 established that BPD is operated by a single police 


commissioner who was to be appointed and subject to removal by the Governor. The city 


retained responsibility for funding the department. Chapters 39 and 40 of 2009 established 


that the police commissioner is subject to removal at the pleasure of the mayor.  


 


While the city is responsible for the funding of BPD, the State retains the ability to amend 


the law relating to the department in order to implement policy changes. 
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Purpose of the Baltimore Police Department and Powers of Police Officers 


 


Generally, the purpose of BPD is to safeguard the lives and safety of all persons within the 


city, to protect property within the city, and to assist in securing the equal protection of the 


laws of all persons. Within the boundaries of the city, BPD has the duty and responsibility 


to (1) preserve the public peace; (2) detect and prevent the commission of crime; 


(3) enforce the laws of the State, and of the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore; 


(4) apprehend and arrest criminals and persons who violate or are lawfully accused of 


violating such laws and ordinances; (5) preserve order at public places; (6) maintain the 


orderly flow of traffic on public streets and highways; (7) assist law enforcement agencies 


of this State and any municipality of the United States in carrying out their respective 


duties; and (8) discharge the department’s duties and responsibilities with the dignity and 


manner which inspires public confidence and respect. 


 


All police officers of BPD, including members who may be designated by the 


commissioner to exercise the powers and duties of police officers, have the same powers, 


with respect to criminal matters and the enforcement of laws, as sheriffs, constables, police, 


and peace officers possessed at common law and have in their respective jurisdictions. Any 


person charged with the commission of a crime in the city, or in those areas outside the 


corporate limits of the city owned, controlled, operated or leased by the Mayor and 


City Council of Baltimore, may be arrested by BPD police officers. Under Title 2 of the 


Criminal Procedure Article, police officers are generally granted the authority to make 


arrests, conduct investigations, and otherwise enforce the laws of the State, as specified. 


 


Immunity of Police Officers of the Baltimore Police Department  


 


BPD police officers have all the immunities and matters of defense available to sheriffs, 


constables, police, and peace officers in any suit (civil or criminal) brought against officers 


for acts done in the course of official duties. 


 


BPD is considered a “local government” for purposes of the Local Government Tort 


Claims Act (LGTCA). However, at the same time, because BPD is a State agency, courts 


have held that the department has sovereign immunity in State court for direct tort liability 


– Baltimore Police Department v. Cherkes, 140 Md. App. 282 (2001). In general, the State 


is immune from tort liability for the acts of its employees and cannot be sued in tort without 


its consent.  


 


LGTCA defines “local government” to include counties, municipalities, Baltimore City, 


BPD, and various agencies and authorities of local governments, such as community 


colleges, county public libraries, special taxing districts, nonprofit community service 


corporations, sanitary districts, housing authorities, and commercial district management 


authorities. Pursuant to Chapter 131 of 2015, for causes of action arising on or after 
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October 1, 2015, LGTCA limits the liability of a local government to $400,000 per 


individual claim and $800,000 per total claims that arise from the same occurrence for 


damages from tortious acts or omissions (including intentional and constitutional torts). It 


further establishes that the local government is liable for the tortious acts or omissions of 


its employees acting within the scope of employment. Thus, LGTCA prevents local 


governments from asserting a common law claim of governmental immunity from liability 


for such acts or omissions of its employees. 


 


No-knock Warrants 


 


A circuit court or District Court judge may issue a search warrant whenever it is made to 


appear to the judge that there is probable cause to believe that (1) a misdemeanor or felony 


is being committed by a person or in a building, apartment, premises, place, or thing within 


the jurisdiction of the judge or (2) property subject to seizure is on the person or in or on 


the building, apartment, premises, place, or thing. 


 


An application for a search warrant must be (1) in writing; (2) signed and sworn to by the 


applicant; and (3) accompanied by an affidavit that sets forth the basis for probable cause 


and contains facts within the personal knowledge of the affiant that there is probable cause. 


 


A law enforcement officer may request, in an application for a search warrant, that a 


building, apartment, premises, place, or thing be searched without the officer having to 


provide notice of the officer’s authority or purpose. To execute such a warrant (also 


referred to as a “no-knock” warrant), the officer must have a reasonable suspicion that, 


without the authorization, the property subject to search or seizure may be destroyed, 


disposed of, or secreted or the life or safety of the executing officer or another person may 


be in danger. This warrant authorizes the executing law enforcement officer to enter the 


building, apartment, premises, place, or to search a thing without giving notice of the 


officer’s authority or purpose. 


 


Tuition Exemptions 


 


State law requires full tuition waivers for qualified individuals of the following groups:  


foster care recipients; unaccompanied homeless youth; individuals with disabilities; and 


senior citizens. In addition, specified individuals from the following groups are eligible for 


in-county or in-state tuition:  certain members of the U.S. Armed Forces or National Guard 


and their families; public school teachers taking a required course; children of State or local 


public safety employees killed in the line of duty; and a student enrolled in specified health 


workforce shortage areas.  
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Maryland Police Training and Standards Commission  


 


MPTSC, an independent commission within the Department of Public Safety and 


Correctional Services (DPSCS), operates approved police training schools and prescribes 


standards for and certifies schools that offer police and security training. In consultation 


and cooperation with various entities, it also sets minimum qualifications for instructors 


and certifies qualified instructors for approved training schools.  


 


Among other requirements, MPTSC requires, for entrance-level police training and, as 


determined by MPTSC, for in-service level training conducted by the State and each county 


and municipal police training school, that the curriculum and minimum courses of study 


include (1) training in lifesaving techniques, including cardiopulmonary resuscitation; 


(2) training in the proper level and use of force; (3) training regarding sensitivity to cultural 


and gender diversity; and (4) training regarding individuals with physical, intellectual, 


developmental, and psychiatric disabilities. In addition, MPTSC requires for entrance-level 


police training and at least every two years for in-service level police training conducted 


by the State and each county and municipal police training school, that the curriculum and 


minimum courses of study include special training, attention to, and study of the 


application of antidiscrimination and use of force de-escalation training. 


 


In consultation with the Maryland Department of Health, MPTSC must establish a 


confidential hotline that is available for police officers and other law enforcement 


personnel to contact and speak with a trained peer law enforcement officer or a mental 


health professional who may provide initial counseling advice and confidential referral to 


appropriate services. In addition, MPTSC is required to develop standards for the 


mandatory psychological consultation with a law enforcement officer who was actively 


involved in an incident when another person was seriously injured or killed as a result of 


an accident or a shooting or has returned from combat deployment.  


 


SWAT Team Reports 


 


Chapters 542 and 543 of 2009 required a law enforcement agency that maintains a 


SWAT team to report specified information related to SWAT team activities on a biannual 


basis to the (then named) Governor’s Office of Crime Control and Prevention (now 


GOCPYVS) and the appropriate county or municipality. MPTSC, known at the time as the 


Police Training Commission, in consultation with GOCCP, developed a standardized 


format for the reports. GOCCP analyzed and summarized the biannual reports and 


submitted a report of the analyses and summaries to the Governor, the General Assembly, 


and each law enforcement agency by September 1 of each year. The provisions of 


Chapters 542 and 543 terminated June 30, 2014.  
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Chapter 803 of 2017 requires MPTSC to consult and cooperate with commanders of 


“SWAT teams” to develop standards for training and deployment of SWAT teams and of 


law enforcement officers who are not members of a SWAT team who conduct no-knock 


warrant service in the State based on best practices in the State and nationwide. 


“SWAT team” means an agency-designated unit of law enforcement officers who are 


selected, trained, and equipped to work as a coordinated team to resolve critical incidents 


that are so hazardous, complex, or unusual that they may exceed the capabilities of 


first responders or investigative units.  


 


Body-worn Cameras 


 


Chapters 128 and 129 of 2015 established the Commission Regarding the Implementation 


and Use of Body Cameras by Law Enforcement Officers. Through the examination of 


model policies and discussion, the commission compiled a list of best practices for BWCs 


and submitted a report to the General Assembly and the Police Training Commission (now 


known as MPTSC) in September 2015. The commission’s report addresses (1) procedures 


for testing and operating equipment, including when BWCs must be activated and when 


their use is prohibited; (2) notification responsibilities of law enforcement officers to 


individuals being recorded; (3) confidentiality and ownership of data; (4) procedures and 


requirements for data storage; (5) the review of recordings by parties in interest; and (6) the 


establishment of retention periods, the release of recordings as required by the Public 


Information Act, and the development of written policies for BWCs usage consistent with 


State law and regulations issued by MPTSC. 


 


Pursuant to Chapters 128 and 129, MPTSC developed a policy for the issuance and use of 


BWCs by law enforcement officers, which incorporated the recommendations of the 


commission. MPTSC also published a Body-worn Camera Procedural Reference Guide 


that provides practical and detailed background information on BWCs as well as advisory 


language for use by law enforcement agencies.   


 


Early Intervention Counseling  


 


Each law enforcement agency must establish a confidential and nonpunitive early 


intervention policy for counseling officers who receive three or more citizen complaints 


within a 12-month period. The policy may not prevent the investigation of or imposition 


of discipline for any particular complaint. 


 


Use of Force 


 


Common law allowed police officers to use any force necessary to effectuate a felony 


arrest; however, in Tennessee v. Garner, 471 U.S. 1 (1985), the U.S. Supreme Court held 


that when a law enforcement officer is pursuing a fleeing suspect, the officer may not use 



http://dlslibrary.state.md.us/publications/Exec/GOCCP/HB533Ch129(2)_2015.pdf

http://dlslibrary.state.md.us/publications/Exec/DPSCS/PtC/BCPRGuide.pdf
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deadly force to prevent escape unless “the officer has probable cause to believe that the 


suspect poses a significant threat of death or serious physical injury to the officer or others.” 


In Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989), the Supreme Court expanded its definition to 


include the objective reasonableness standard. The court held that the Fourth Amendment 


“reasonableness” inquiry is “whether the officers’ actions are ‘objectively reasonable’ in 


light of the facts and circumstances confronting them, without regard to their underlying 


intent or motivation. The ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of force must be judged from 


the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, and its calculus must embody an 


allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second decisions 


about the amount of force necessary in a particular situation.” In Randall v. Peaco, 175 Md. 


App. 320 (2007), the Court of Special Appeals applied principles of the Graham v. Connor 


case and stated that the test for determining the objective reasonableness of an officer’s 


conduct for purposes of deciding a claim of excessive force brought under the State 


constitution is the test the Supreme Court announced in Graham v. Connor.  


 


Law Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights 


 


LEOBR was enacted in 1974 to guarantee police officers specified procedural safeguards 


in any investigation that could lead to disciplinary action. It extends to police officers of 


specified State and local agencies but does not extend to any correctional officers in the 


State. LEOBR extends uniform protections to officers in two major components of the 


disciplinary process:  (1) the conduct of internal investigations of complaints that may lead 


to a recommendation of disciplinary action against a police officer; and (2) procedures that 


must be followed once an investigation results in a recommendation that an officer be 


disciplined. For additional information on LEOBR, see the Appendix – Law Enforcement 


Officers’ Bill of Rights – Current Law/Background. 


 


Background:  In May 2020, Speaker of the House Adrienne A. Jones and House Judiciary 


Committee Chairman Luke Clippinger created an interim Workgroup to Address Police 


Reform and Accountability in Maryland. The workgroup was charged with (1) reviewing 


policies and procedures relating to the investigation of police misconduct, including 


LEOBR; (2) determining the viability of uniform statewide use of force policies and arrest 


procedures; (3) reviewing practices regarding the use of body cameras and disclosure of 


body camera footage; and (4) identifying national best practices for independent 


prosecution of law enforcement-related crimes.  


 


The workgroup held eight meetings between June and October 2020 and received 


testimony from MPTSC, national experts on criminology and policing, public interest 


advocates, members of the public, law enforcement representatives, the Office of the Public 


Defender, and State’s Attorneys. This bill is the result of the recommendations of the 


workgroup. The workgroup’s December 2020 final report can be found here.   


 



http://dlslibrary.state.md.us/publications/OPA/TF/WAPRA_2020.pdf
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State Revenues:  Higher education tuition revenues decrease beginning as early as 


fiscal 2022 due to the tuition exemption for an individual who intends to become a police 


officer after graduation and is enrolled in specified four-year degree programs at a public 


institution of higher education. It is unknown how many individuals become eligible and 


choose to use the waiver. Also, for any individual granted the tuition exemption who does 


not earn the requisite degree, become a police officer, and fulfill the five-year work 


commitment, the value of the exemption must be paid to the institution; any such impact 


is delayed by several years. Nevertheless, according to the University System of Maryland 


(USM), in 2019, in total, 3,718 individuals were enrolled in criminology and criminal 


justice programs (as a major) across six different constituent institutions; there are currently 


no undergraduate programs in criminal law offered in the State. (Neither Morgan State 


University (MSU) nor St. Mary’s College of Maryland offers a major in these programs.) 


The average annual tuition and fees for full-time resident undergraduates at those 


institutions varies considerably.  


 


For illustrative purposes only, if one-half of the individuals who were enrolled in 2019 in 


each eligible program under the bill were to choose to apply for the tuition exemption, 


higher education tuition revenues could decrease by $9.6 million, if available for the 


full year in fiscal 2022 (based on the fall 2021 tuition at the affected institutions). However, 


given the bill’s October 1, 2021 effective date, the waiver likely would not be available 


until fiscal 2023 or would apply only to a partial year in fiscal 2022. In any fiscal year, the 


revenue losses are dependent on the number of individuals who are eligible for a waiver 


and choose to use it, the number of credits attempted per student, the distribution of 


institutions that waiver recipients choose to attend, and tuition and fee rates in effect for 


that year. The availability of the tuition exemption may spur additional attendance in these 


programs for any individuals who choose law enforcement as a career.  


 


The bill’s criminal penalty provisions are not anticipated to materially affect State 


revenues.  


 


State Expenditures:  A reliable estimate of the overall effect of the bill on State 


expenditures cannot be made at this time, as information regarding the fiscal effect of some 


of the bill’s provisions is not available. For example, costs to establish an independent 


investigative agency to investigate use of force incidents involving police officers, while 


significant, cannot be readily quantified. However, the Department of Legislative Services 


(DLS) has been able to quantify the fiscal effect of several of the bill’s provisions, given 


certain assumptions and limitations.  


 


With respect to the provisions that DLS has been able to quantify, under the assumptions 


discussed below, general fund expenditures increase by at least $8.9 million in fiscal 2022, 


which accounts for the bill’s October 1, 2021 effective date. This represents costs only for 


certain State agencies –  the Department of State Police (DSP), the Department of Natural 
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Resources (DNR), DPSCS, the Office of the Attorney General (OAG), and law 


enforcement units within other specified State agencies – to implement certain provisions 


of the bill. Future year expenditures are annualized and reflect ongoing costs. These 


estimated costs, as well as other costs that have not been able to be quantified, are discussed 


below. DLS notes that some of the estimated costs – those related to the bill’s BWC 


requirement – are assumed to be borne in fiscal 2022, but could be incurred later. While 


most agencies contacted indicated that they would purchase BWCs and implement a BWC 


program in fiscal 2022, the bill specifies that each law enforcement agency must require 


the use of BWCs on or before January 1, 2025.  


 


Department of State Police 
 


General fund expenditures for DSP increase by at least $4.2 million in fiscal 2022, which 


accounts for the bill’s October 1, 2021 effective date. This estimate reflects the cost to 


purchase BWC equipment as well as the cost of hiring one lead technician, 


three technicians, and four administrative specialists to manage the BWC program and 


handle related requests. It also reflects costs related to the required mental health 


screenings. It includes salaries, fringe benefits, one-time start-up costs, and ongoing 


operating expenses.  
 


Positions 8.0 


Salaries and Fringe Benefits $420,424 


BWC Equipment and Training 3,322,095 


Contractual Services  345,308 


Automobiles 62,000 


Other Operating Expenses 3,930 


Minimum FY 2022 DSP Expenditures $4,153,757 
 


The information and assumptions used in calculating the estimate are stated below. 


 


 While BWCs are not required until January 1, 2025, this estimate assumes that the 


purchase of BWC equipment occurs in fiscal 2022. 


 Two vehicles are needed for technicians to travel to provide maintenance and 


support to officers using BWCs.  


 There are currently approximately 1,490 law enforcement officers within DSP that 


require BWCs, at a cost of approximately $3.3 million ($2,200 per device). 


Additional first-year operating costs for user management, licensing, and storage of 


BWC footage are estimated at $3,375.  


 Contractual services for the required mental health screenings are estimated to cost 


$460,410 annually ($309 per screening). 
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Future year expenditures reflect full salaries with annual increases and employee turnover 


and ongoing operating expenses. Also included are continued BWC user management and 


BWC storage costs. To the extent that additional nonlethal equipment and training and/or 


additional BWC training, maintenance, and storage are needed, expenditures increase 


further; however, without actual experience under the bill, such costs cannot be reliably 


estimated and are not included in this estimate. 


 


It is assumed that DSP can implement several of the bill’s other provisions (e.g., 


SWAT team reporting, modifications to no-knock warrants, etc.) with existing budgeted 


resources. 


 


Natural Resources Police 


 


General fund expenditures (or possibly a combination of general and special fund 


expenditures) for the Natural Resources Police (NRP) within DNR increase by at least 


$2.9 million in fiscal 2022, which accounts for the bill’s October 1, 2021 effective date. 


This estimate reflects the cost to purchase BWC and nonlethal force equipment as well as 


the cost of hiring two technicians, three administrative aides, two instructors, 


three corporals, and six contractual instructors to manage the BWC program and handle 


associated requests, provide necessary training, and handle reporting requirements. It 


includes salaries, fringe benefits, one-time start-up costs, and ongoing operating expenses. 


 


Permanent Positions 10.0 


Contractual Positions 6.0 


Permanent Salaries and Fringe Benefits $572,852 


Contractual Salaries and Fringe Benefits 36,990 


BWC and Non-lethal Equipment and Training 2,246,265 


Automobiles 62,000 


Other Operating Expenses 7,860 


Minimum FY 2022 NRP Expenditures $2,925,967 
 


The information and assumptions used in calculating the estimate are stated below. 


 


 While BWCs are not required until January 1, 2025, this estimate assumes that the 


purchase of BWC equipment occurs in fiscal 2022. 


 Two vehicles are needed for technicians to travel to provide maintenance and 


support to officers using BWCs.  


 There are currently approximately 279 law enforcement officers within NRP that 


require BWCs, at a cost of $613,800 ($2,200 per device). Additional first-year 


operating costs for user management, licensing, and storage of BWC footage are 


estimated at $237,150. 
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 Law enforcement officers require new nonlethal equipment at an estimated cost of 


$1.0 million. 


 Additional training is necessary in use of force and nonlethal equipment at a cost of 


$418,500 annually ($1,500 per officer).  


 


Future year expenditures reflect full salaries with annual increases and employee turnover 


and ongoing operating expenses. Also included are continued BWC user management and 


BWC storage costs, as well as ongoing additional training costs. To the extent that 


additional training, maintenance, and storage are needed, expenditures increase further; 


however, without actual experience under the bill, such costs cannot be reliably estimated 


and are not included in this estimate. 


 


This estimate does not include any health insurance costs that could be incurred for 


specified contractual employees under the State’s implementation of the federal Patient 


Protection and Affordable Care Act. 


 


Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services 


 


General fund expenditures for DPSCS increase by at least $1.5 million in fiscal 2022, 


which accounts for the bill’s October 1, 2021 effective date. This estimate reflects the cost 


to purchase BWC equipment as well as the cost of hiring two administrators, two records 


specialists, and two law enforcement agency liaisons to modify police training curricula, 


track compliance, track police officer de-certifications, and annually audit the increased 


training and reporting required under the bill. It includes salaries, fringe benefits, one-time 


start-up costs, and ongoing operating expenses, including consultant costs and overtime 


relating to the required physical agility and mental health assessments.  


 


Positions 6.0 


Salaries and Fringe Benefits $346,903 


BWC Equipment and Contractual Services 1,182,648 


Other Operating Expenses 2,948 


Minimum FY 2022 DPSCS Expenditures $1,532,499 
 


The information and assumptions used in calculating the estimate are stated below. 


 


 While BWCs are not required until January 1, 2025, this estimate assumes that the 


purchase of BWC equipment occurs in fiscal 2022. 


 There are currently approximately 82 law enforcement officers within DPSCS that 


require BWCs, at an estimated cost of $195,350 ($2,200 per device and 


10 centralized charging stations at a cost of $1,495 each). 
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 Additional first-year operating costs for user management and storage of 


BWC footage are estimated at $759,840; DPSCS advises that it must establish a 


storage area network for this purpose. 


 MPTSC does not currently have subject matter experts regarding implicit bias 


training; therefore, the commission must consult and contract with subject matter 


experts to develop the required test and training. 


 Additional physical agility and mental health assessments are estimated to cost 


$120,000 annually in consultant costs and overtime.  


 


Future year expenditures reflect full salaries with annual increases and employee turnover 


and ongoing operating expenses; also included are continued BWC user management and 


BWC storage costs. To the extent that additional specific training or additional BWC 


training, maintenance, and storage are needed, expenditures increase further; however, 


without actual experience under the bill, such costs cannot be reliably estimated and are 


not included in this estimate. 


 


MPTSC can handle the required training of civilian members of trial boards and 


administrative charging committees with existing budgeted resources.  


 


Independent Investigative Agency 


 


The Governor must annually include funding in the State budget sufficient to provide for 


the full and proper operation of the independent investigative agency. Under the bill, an 


“independent investigative agency” means an independent unit of State government that 


may employ sworn police officers and civilians for the purpose of investigating use of force 


incidents involving police officers. Based on the fact that there are more than 150 law 


enforcement agencies and approximately 17,000 law enforcement officers in the State, the 


independent agency needs sufficient staff and resources to investigate use of force incidents 


across the State. As a result, general fund expenditures increase significantly, perhaps by 


more than $3.0 million annually beginning in fiscal 2022, to establish the agency. However, 


sufficient information is not available at this time to reliably estimate the increase in costs.  


 


Office of the Attorney General 


 


General fund expenditures for OAG increase by at least $67,548 in fiscal 2022, which 


accounts for the bill’s October 1, 2021 effective date. This estimate reflects the cost of 


hiring one administrator to review additional footage from BWCs, process the information, 


and provide the information in discovery. It includes a salary, fringe benefits, one-time 


start-up costs, and ongoing operating expenses. 
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Position 1.0 


Salary and Fringe Benefits $61,967 


Operating Expenses 5,581 


Minimum FY 2022 OAG Expenditures $67,548 
 


Future year expenditures reflect a full salary with annual increases and employee turnover 


and ongoing operating expenses. OAG may also need additional equipment to review BWC 


footage; however, sufficient information was not available in time to include any such 


equipment costs in this estimate. 


 


Department of General Services 


 


General fund expenditures for the Department of General Services increase by at least 


$178,200 in fiscal 2022. This estimate reflects the cost of purchasing BWCs in fiscal 2022 


(despite the fact that BWCs are not required until January 1, 2025) for 81 law enforcement 


officers at a cost of $2,200 per BWC. This estimate does not include costs for additional 


staff, training, maintenance, user management, licensing, or data storage. To the extent that 


additional staff and/or training, maintenance, and storage are needed in fiscal 2022 and in 


future years, expenditures increase further. However, without actual experience under the 


bill, such costs cannot be reliably estimated and are not included in this estimate. 


 


Governor’s Office of Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services 


 


GOCPYVS advises that handling the bill’s SWAT team information collection and 


reporting requirements necessitates hiring a full-time data analyst; however, DLS disagrees 


and advises that the requirement can likely be handled with existing resources given the 


agency’s extensive past involvement in SWAT team reporting and the modest number of 


SWAT team activations that occur. 


 


It is assumed that the bill’s provisions regarding withholding grant funding for specified 


violations does not affect the overall finances of GOCPYVS. 


 


Other Effects on State Law Enforcement Agencies 


 


In addition to the costs identified above for specified State law enforcement agencies, other 


State agencies with law enforcement units are also affected. For example, the Maryland 


Department of Transportation, USM, and MSU anticipate costs for overtime, training, 


reporting, and/or purchasing BWCs and implementing a BWC program. As a result, State 


expenditures (multiple fund types) increase significantly beginning as early as fiscal 2022. 


 


A number of requirements within the bill result in significant operational impacts for 


law enforcement agencies. These include modifications to use of force, changes to police 
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officer certification requirements, and alterations to provisions governing no-knock 


warrants, among others. In addition, it is unclear what happens if a law enforcement officer 


is unable to meet the requirements of the required physical agility assessment due to a 


disability covered under the Americans with Disabilities Act. 


 


Further, repealing LEOBR has a significant operational impact on State law enforcement 


agencies. Since 1974, law enforcement officers have been disciplined under LEOBR 


procedures. While law enforcement agencies will no longer incur costs relating to 


implementing the specific requirements of LEOBR, they will incur costs to develop and 


implement the new discipline system (and the administrative charging committees) 


required by the bill. Due to the bill’s October 1, 2021 effective date, law enforcement 


agencies will have limited time to adjust their procedures to accommodate the bill’s 


changes. 


 


Other Agencies and Provisions 


 


MHEC, the Judiciary, and the Maryland State Commission on Criminal Sentencing Policy 


can implement the bill with existing resources. It is also assumed that the Emergency 


Number Systems Board can complete the required study and report with existing resources. 


 


The establishment of BPD as an agency and instrumentality of Baltimore City (rather than 


the State of Maryland) does not materially affect State operations or finances. Even though 


BPD is a State agency, funding for BPD is the responsibility of Baltimore City.  


 


The bill’s criminal penalty provisions are not anticipated to materially affect State 


expenditures.  


 


Local Fiscal Effect:  Overall, the bill is anticipated to result in a significant increase in 


local government expenditures. Several of the bill’s provisions may result in significant 


operational and fiscal impacts for local law enforcement agencies. Among others, these 


include the establishment of a new discipline system, the requirement for law enforcement 


agencies to require BWCs, modifications to use of force, changes to police officer 


certification requirements, training, and alterations to provisions governing no-knock 


warrants. Some of these effects are discussed in more detail below. 


 


While local law enforcement agencies will no longer incur costs relating to implementing 


the specific requirements of LEOBR, they will incur costs to develop and implement the 


new disciplinary system and the provisions relating to administrative charging committees. 


For example, among other requirements, under the bill, each county is required to have an 


independent agency that investigates and reviews citizen complaints of police misconduct. 


Although several local jurisdictions currently operate BWC programs, provide training for 


use of force, and require physical agility assessments, to the extent that local jurisdictions 
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must purchase new equipment, modify training and assessments, and purchase BWCs as a 


result of the bill, local expenditures increase, potentially significantly. 


 


Baltimore City and Howard, Montgomery, Prince George’s, and Wicomico counties advise 


that BWC programs are currently operational and budgeted within their respective 


jurisdictions. Other local jurisdictions, however, anticipate significant costs to purchase 


BWCs in accordance with the bill. 


 


In addition, Baltimore City expenditures increase, potentially significantly, to the extent 


that the bill affects BPD’s or the city’s ability to be sued directly in tort or for the city to 


be sued directly for related federal civil rights violations. By designating BPD as an agency 


of Baltimore City, BPD is no longer entitled to sovereign immunity available to State 


agencies. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the city may be exposed to significantly 


higher damage awards. 


 


The bill’s provisions regarding the establishment of policies relating to the early 


intervention program and use of force, as well as the bill’s provision regarding the possible 


withholding of grant funds from GOCPYVS, are not anticipated to materially affect local 


finances. In addition, the bill’s criminal penalty provisions are not anticipated to materially 


affect local government finances or operations. 


 


 


Additional Information 
 


Prior Introductions:  None. 


 


Designated Cross File:  None. 


 


Information Source(s):  Maryland Commission on Civil Rights; Baltimore City; Harford, 


Howard, Montgomery, Prince George’s, Talbot, and Wicomico counties; Maryland 


Association of Counties; cities of Bowie and Frostburg; Maryland Municipal League; 


Office of the Attorney General; Maryland State Commission on Criminal Sentencing 


Policy; Judiciary (Administrative Office of the Courts); Office of the Public Defender; 


Maryland Higher Education Commission; Baltimore City Community College; University 


System of Maryland; Morgan State University; Department of Budget and Management; 


Department of General Services; Department of Natural Resources; Department of Public 


Safety and Correctional Services; Department of State Police; Maryland Department of 


Transportation; Governor’s Office of Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services; 


Department of Legislative Services 
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Appendix 


Law Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights – Current 


Law/Background 
 


 


The Law Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights (LEOBR), Title 3, Subtitle 1 of the Public 


Safety Article, was enacted in 1974 to guarantee police officers specified procedural 


safeguards in any investigation that could lead to disciplinary action. It extends to police 


officers of specified State and local agencies.  


 


Investigation of a Complaint 
 


Statute of Limitations:  Except for charges that relate to criminal activity or excessive force, 


the statute of limitations for a law enforcement agency to bring administrative charges 


against a law enforcement officer is one year after the act that gives rise to the charges 


comes to the attention of the appropriate law enforcement agency official.  


 


Procedures:  A complaint against a law enforcement officer alleging brutality in the 


execution of the officer’s duties may not be investigated unless the complaint is signed and 


sworn to, under penalty of perjury. 


 


If an individual files a complaint alleging brutality within 366 days after the alleged 


brutality occurred, a law enforcement agency must investigate the matter. There is no time 


limitation on a law enforcement agency to launch an investigation on its own initiative. 


The law enforcement officer under investigation must be informed of the name, rank, and 


command of the law enforcement officer in charge of the investigation, the interrogating 


officer, and each individual present during an interrogation. Before an interrogation, the 


law enforcement officer under investigation must be informed in writing of the nature of 


the investigation. If the officer is under arrest or is likely to be placed under arrest as a 


result of the interrogation, the officer must be informed completely of all of the officer’s 


rights before the interrogation begins. 


 


Unless the seriousness of the investigation is of a degree that an immediate interrogation 


is required, the interrogation must be conducted at a reasonable hour, preferably when the 


officer is on duty. Unless otherwise authorized by the officer under investigation, the 


interrogation is required to take place (1) at the office of the command of the investigating 


officer or at the office of the local precinct or police unit in which the incident allegedly 


occurred, as designated by the investigating officer, or (2) at another reasonable and 


appropriate place. 
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The officer under interrogation may not be threatened with transfer, dismissal, or 


disciplinary action. On request, the officer has the right to be represented by counsel or 


another responsible representative of the law enforcement officer’s choice who must be 


present and available for consultation at all times during the interrogation. The 


interrogation must be suspended for a period of up to five business days until representation 


is obtained. Within that five-business day period, the chief, for good cause shown, may 


extend the period for obtaining representation. The officer may waive this right to 


representation.  


 


A complete written, taped, or transcribed record must be kept of the entire interrogation, 


including all recess periods. Upon completion of the investigation, and on request, a copy 


of the record of the interrogation must be made available at least 10 days before a hearing. 


 


Testing:  The law enforcement agency may order the officer to submit to blood alcohol 


tests; blood, breath, or urine tests for controlled dangerous substances; polygraph 


examinations; or interrogations that specifically relate to the subject matter of the 


investigation. The results are not admissible or discoverable in a criminal proceeding 


against the law enforcement officer. The results of the polygraph examination may be used 


as evidence in an administrative hearing if the agency and the officer agree to the 


admission. If the officer refuses to submit to a test, polygraph examination, or interrogation, 


the agency may commence an action that may lead to a punitive measure as a result of the 


refusal.  


 


Investigation File:  Upon completion of an investigation and at least 10 days before a 


hearing, the officer must be (1) notified of the name of each witness and of each charge 


and specification against the officer and (2) provided with a copy of the investigatory file 


and any exculpatory information, if the law enforcement officer and the law enforcement 


officer’s representative agree to execute a specified confidentiality agreement. The law 


enforcement officer must pay a reasonable charge for the cost of reproducing the material. 


 


The law enforcement agency may exclude from the exculpatory information provided to a 


law enforcement officer (1) the identity of confidential sources; (2) nonexculpatory 


information; and (3) recommendations as to charges, disposition, or punishment. The 


agency may not insert adverse material into a file of the officer, except the file of the 


internal investigation or the intelligence division, unless the officer has an opportunity to 


review, sign, receive a copy of, and comment in writing on the adverse material. The law 


enforcement officer may waive this right. 


 


Procedures Following Recommendation for Discipline 
 


Hearing Board Formation:  If the investigation or interrogation of a law enforcement 


officer results in a recommendation of demotion, dismissal, transfer, loss of pay, 
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reassignment, or similar action that is considered punitive, the law enforcement officer is 


entitled to a hearing on the issues by a hearing board to contest the agency’s action. A law 


enforcement officer who has been convicted of a felony is not entitled to a hearing. 


 


The law enforcement agency must give notice to the officer of the right to a hearing by a 


hearing board, which includes the time and place of the hearing and the issues involved. 


The hearing must be open to the public unless the chief finds a hearing must be closed for 


good cause, including to protect a confidential informant, an undercover officer, or a child 


witness. 


 


A hearing board must consist of at least three voting members who are appointed by the 


chief and chosen from law enforcement officers within that law enforcement agency or 


another law enforcement agency and have had no part in the investigation or interrogation.  


At least one member of the hearing board must be of the same rank as the law enforcement 


officer against whom the complaint is filed. 


 


A chief may appoint, as a nonvoting member of the hearing board, one member of the 


public who has received training administered by the Maryland Police Training and 


Standards Commission (MPTSC) on LEOBR and matters relating to police procedures. If 


authorized by local law, the hearing board may include up to two nonvoting or voting 


members of the public who have received training by MPTSC on LEOBR and matters 


relating to police procedures. At the Johns Hopkins University, if authorized by local law, 


a hearing board must include two voting members of the public who have received training 


administered by MPTSC on LEOBR and matters relating to police procedures. 


 


Alternative Hearing Board:  A law enforcement agency or the agency’s superior 


governmental authority that has recognized and certified an exclusive collective bargaining 


representative may negotiate with the representative an alternative method of forming a 


hearing board. Subject to certain requirements, a law enforcement officer may elect the 


alternative hearing method of forming a hearing board.  


 


Subpoenas:  In connection with a disciplinary hearing, the chief or hearing board may issue 


subpoenas to compel the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of 


books, papers, records, and documents as relevant or necessary. 


 


Hearing Board Procedures:  The hearing board must give the law enforcement agency and 


law enforcement officer ample opportunity to present evidence and argument about the 


issues involved. Each party may be represented by counsel, has the right to cross-examine 


witnesses who testify, and may submit rebuttal evidence. The standard of proof in a hearing 


before a board is preponderance of the evidence. An official record, including testimony 


and exhibits, must be kept of the hearing. 
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Disposition:  After a disciplinary hearing and a finding of guilt, the hearing board may 


recommend the discipline it considers appropriate under the circumstances, including 


demotion, dismissal, transfer, loss of pay, reassignment, or other similar actions that is 


considered punitive. The decision, order, or action taken as a result of a hearing must be in 


writing and accompanied by findings of fact, including a concise statement on each issue 


in the case.  


 


The decision of the hearing board as to finding of fact and any discipline is final if (1) a 


chief is an eyewitness to the incident or (2) a law enforcement agency or the agency’s 


superior governmental authority has agreed with an exclusive collective bargaining 


representative that the decision is final. The decision of the hearing board may then be 


appealed. 


 


Within 30 days after receipt of the recommendations of the hearing board, the chief must 


review the findings, conclusions, and recommendations of the hearing board and issue a 


final order. If the agency or the agency’s superior governmental authority has not agreed 


with an exclusive collective bargaining representative that the hearing board decision is 


final, the discipline issued by the chief under the final order may, under certain 


circumstances, diverge from the discipline recommended by the hearing board. The final 


order may be appealed to the circuit court. 


 


Expungement:  On written request, a law enforcement officer may have expunged from 


any file the record of a formal complaint if at least three years have passed since the final 


disposition by the law enforcement agency or hearing board and (1) the law enforcement 


agency that investigated the complaint exonerated the law enforcement officer of all 


charges in the complaint or determined that the charges were unsustained or unfounded or 


(2) a hearing board acquitted the law enforcement officer, dismissed the action, or made a 


finding of not guilty. Evidence of a formal complaint against a law enforcement officer is 


not admissible in an administrative or judicial proceeding if the officer is eligible for 


expungement of the formal complaint. 


 


Summary Punishment:  Summary punishment may be imposed for minor violations of law 


enforcement agency rules and regulations if the facts that constitute the minor violation are 


not in dispute, the law enforcement officer waives the hearing provided under LEOBR, and 


the law enforcement officer accepts the punishment imposed by the highest ranking law 


enforcement officer, or individual acting in that capacity, of the unit to which the law 


enforcement officer is attached. Summary punishment may not exceed suspension of 


three days without pay or a fine of $150. 


 


Suspension of Police Powers:  The chief may impose emergency suspension with pay if it 


appears that the action is in the best interest of the public and the law enforcement agency. 


If the law enforcement officer is suspended with pay, the chief may suspend the police 
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powers of the law enforcement officer and reassign the law enforcement officer to 


restricted duties pending a determination by a court, with respect to a criminal violation, or 


a final determination by a hearing board, with respect to a law enforcement agency 


violation. If a law enforcement officer is charged with a felony, the chief may impose an 


emergency suspension of police powers without pay. A law enforcement officer who is 


suspended is entitled to a prompt hearing.  


 


Appeal:  A law enforcement officer who is denied a right granted by LEOBR may apply 


to the circuit court of the county where the law enforcement officer is regularly employed 


for an order that directs the law enforcement agency to show cause as to why the right 


should not be granted. The court must grant appropriate relief if the court finds that a law 


enforcement agency obtained evidence against a law enforcement officer in violation of a 


right granted by LEOBR. A party aggrieved by a decision of a court may appeal to the 


Court of Special Appeals. 
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Judicial Proceedings Committee Bill/Resolution Number: HB 670


Voting Record - 2021 Session Vote Date: 3/30/2021


Final Action: FWA


Motion: 


❏ Favorable ✓ Favorable with 


Amendment 
❏ Unfavorable ❏ Withdrawn by Sponsor


❏ No Motion ❏ Referred to Interim - 


Summer Study
❏ Re-referred to: ____________________


Name Yea Nay Abstain Excused Absent


Waldstreicher, J., Vice 


Chair
✓


Lee, S. ✓


Cassilly, R. ✓


Hettleman, S. ✓


West, C. ✓


Sydnor, C. ✓


Jackson, M. ✓


Bailey, J. ✓


Carter, J. ✓


Hough, M. ✓


Smith, W., Chair ✓


Totals 7 4 0 0 0


Amendment Numbers, 


Consent Bill Lists, 


Other


Committee Reporter: ___________________________







32 Yeas 15 Nays 0 Not Voting 0 Excused 0 Absent


Senate of Maryland


SEQ NO. 844 Calendar Date: Apr 1, 2021 10:59 (PM)


2021 Regular Session


Legislative Date: Mar 11, 2021Presiding: Mr. President


HB 670 Third Reading (HB) Calendar No.18


The Speaker


Police Reform and Accountability Act of 2021


On third reading


(JPR)


Voting Yea - 32
Mr. President Feldman Kagan McCray Smith


Augustine Griffith Kelley Patterson Sydnor


Beidle Guzzone King Peters Waldstreicher


Benson Hayes Kramer Pinsky Washington


Carter Hester Lam Reilly Young


Elfreth Hettleman Lee Rosapepe Zucker


Ellis Jackson


Voting Nay - 15
Bailey Corderman Gallion Jennings Salling


Carozza Eckardt Hershey Klausmeier Simonaire


Cassilly Edwards Hough Ready West


Not Voting - 0


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 0
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HB0670/183422/1 


CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT 
  


 


BILL NO.: HB 670   SPONSOR: Speaker   


 


SUBJECT: Police Reform and Accountability Act of 2021   


 


THIRD READING CALENDAR 


 


HOUSE NO.  39   


 


SENATE NO. 18   


 


Hon. William C. Ferguson, IV, President of the Senate 


Hon. Adrienne A. Jones, Speaker of the House of Delegates 
 


 Your Conference Committee on the Disagreeing votes of the two Houses has 


met and, after full and free conference, recommends:  


 


 (1) That the Judicial Proceedings Committee Amendments 


(HB0670/668370/1) be rejected. 


 (2) That Senator Carter’s Amendments (HB0670/663420/1) be rejected. 


 (3) That Senator Young’s Amendments (HB0670/663123/1) be rejected. 


 (4) That Senator West’s Amendments (HB0670/703522/1) be rejected. 


 (5) That Senator West’s Amendments (HB0670/323826/1) be rejected. 


 (6) That Senator West’s Amendments (HB0670/663127/1) be rejected. 


 (7) That Senator Cassilly’ s Amendments (HB0670/273821/1) be rejected. 


 (8) That Senator Hettleman’ s Amendments (HB0670/583724/1) be rejected. 


 (9) That the attached Conference Committee Amendments 


(HB0670/513722/1) be adopted. 


 


Senate Members: House Members: 


  


___________________________________ ___________________________________ 


Chair,  William C. Smith, Jr. Chair,  Luke Clippinger 


  


___________________________________ ___________________________________ 


    Jill P. Carter     Vanessa E. Atterbeary 


  


___________________________________ ___________________________________ 


  Michael A. Jackson   David Moon 


  


____________________________________________________________________________ 


Read in the Senate: Read in the House of Delegates: 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


Amendment Office Delivers Report to: (X) Chief Clerk 


 (   ) Secretary, Senate 
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98 Yeas 40 Nays 1 Not Voting 0 Excused 2 Absent


Maryland House of Delegates


SEQ NO. 1138 Calendar Date: Apr 7, 2021 2:41 (PM)


2021 Regular Session


Legislative Date: Mar 22, 2021Presiding: Speaker


On Third Reading and Final Passage (CCR Adp)


(3rg#39 JUD)


Special OrdersHB 670
The Speaker


Police Reform and Accountability Act of 2021


Voting Yea - 98
Speaker Carr Haynes Lierman Smith


Acevero Chang Healey Lopez Solomon


Amprey Charkoudian Henson Love Stein


Attar Charles Hill Luedtke Stewart


Atterbeary Clippinger Holmes McIntosh Terrasa


Bagnall Conaway Ivey Moon Thiam


Barnes, B. Crosby Jackson Palakovich Carr Turner


Barnes, D. Crutchfield Jalisi Patterson Valderrama


Barron Cullison Johnson Pena-Melnyk Valentino-Smith


Bartlett Davis, D.E. Jones, D. Pendergrass Walker


Barve Davis, D.M. Jones, R. Proctor Washington


Belcastro Dumais Kaiser Qi Watson, C.


Bhandari Ebersole Kelly Queen Watson, R.


Boyce Feldmark Kerr Reznik Wells


Branch, C. Fennell Kipke Rogers Wilkins


Branch, T. Fisher, W. Korman Rosenberg Williams


Bridges Forbes Krimm Ruth Wilson


Brooks Gilchrist Lehman Sample-Hughes Young, K.


Cardin Guyton Lewis, J. Shetty Young, P.


Carey Harrison Lewis, R.


Voting Nay - 40
Adams Ciliberti Hornberger Mangione Parrott


Anderton Clark Impallaria Mautz Pippy


Arentz Cox Jacobs McComas Reilly


Arikan Fisher, M. Kittleman McKay Rose


Beitzel Ghrist Krebs Metzgar Saab


Boteler Grammer Lisanti Morgan Shoemaker


Buckel Griffith Long Novotny Szeliga


Chisholm Hartman Malone Otto Wivell


Not Voting - 1
Fraser-Hidalgo


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 2
Anderson Howard


* Indicates Vote Change
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http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=young02

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=cardin01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=guyton01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=lewis02

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=shetty01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=young03

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=carey01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=harrison01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=lewis01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=adams01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=ciliberti01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=hornberger01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=mangione01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=parrott

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=anderton01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=clark01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=impallaria

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=mautz01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=pippy01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=arentz01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=cox01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=jacobs%20j

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=mccomas

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=reilly01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=arikan01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=fisher

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=kittleman02

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=mckay01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=rose01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=beitzel

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=ghrist01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=krebs

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=metzgar01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=saab01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=boteler01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=grammer01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=lisanti01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=morgan02

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=shoemaker01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=buckel01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=griffith02

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=long01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=novotny1

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=szeliga

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=chisholm01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=hartman01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=malone01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=otto

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=wivell01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=fraser01

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=jones

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=anderson

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?stab=02&pid=sponpage&tab=subject3&ys=2021RS&id=howard01
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Maryland Senate Eliminates Police Officer Bill Of Rights, 
Passes 9 Reform Bills 


It 


Source: WBAL 


Sandy Malone March 4, 2021 


Annapolis, MD - The Maryland Senate on Wednesday passed nine pieces of police reform 


legislation which included controversial changes to the Law Enforcement Officer Bill of 


Rights, mandated bodycams, and made it a crime for an officer not to intervene and report 


misconduct by another officer. 


The most controversial of the bills passed by the Senate created "Anton's Law" which will 


give the public access to police disciplinary records, the Capitol Gazette reported. 


The law will allow the public to request copies of internal affairs complaints and individual 


officer's disciplinary records that are currently protected under Maryland's Public 


Information Act. 


Link



https://policetribune.com/maryland-senate-eliminates-police-officer-bill-of-rights-passes-9-reform-bills/
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The most controversial of the bills passed by the Senate created "Anton's Law" which will
give the public access to police disciplinary records, the Capitol Gazette reported.








Supporters said that the secrecy that surrounded the police complaint process has 


undermined public faith and trust because there was no way to know if law enforcement 


agencies were properly policing their own officers, the Capital Gazette reported. 


Pro-police lawmakers had argued against releasing unfounded or unproved allegations 


against officers because doing so would unfairly tarnish reputations and embarrass officers' 


families. 


But the bill passed the Senate by a vote of 29 to 18 on March 3, the Capital Gazette reported. 


All nine bills passed by wide margins, and six of the bills passed with bipartisan unanimous 


consent, including a measure to have the state's attorney's office automatically investigate 


every officer-involved death, WAMU reported. 


One of the bills blocked police departments from getting military-grade equipment, 


including the grenade launchers that are currently used by some departments to deploy 


crowd-control chemicals. 


Activists claimed a huge victory after Maryland senators voted 33 to 14 to do away with the 


Maryland Law Enforcement Officers' Bill of Rights that provides job protections and a broad 


set of due process rights for officers who have been accused of misconduct, the Capital 


Gazette reported. 


The new legislation replaced it with a disciplinary process that would allow a civilian-


majority board to decide complaints against officers, a sticking point for bipartisan support 


because of disagreements over how to replace the current disciplinary process. 
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Pro-police lawmakers had argued against releasing unfounded or unproved allegations
against officers because doing so would unfairly tarnish reputations and embarrass officers'
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But the bill passed the Senate by a vote of 29 to 18 on March 3, t







The proposed bill eliminated the five-day wait period before internal affairs investigators 


may question an accused officer and eliminated the current trial boards made up of fellow 


officers and replaced them with review panels made up mostly of civilians who will 


determine the officer's fate, according to the Capital Gazette. 
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The new law would also grant chiefs the ability to immediately discipline officers who have 


been criminally convicted without the currently-established due process of internal 


investigations and hearings. 


A bill that introduced new criminal charges for police brutality passed by a vote of 35 to 12, 


the Capital Gazette reported. 


Under that law, officers who used excessive force to kill or seriously injure a suspect would 


face up to 10 years in prison. 


And any officer who saw another officer using excessive force but failed to intervene to stop 


them would face the same penalty, the Capital Gazette reported. 


The failure to render first aid to suspects wounded by police would also carry criminal 


sanctions under that bill. 


It would give the Maryland Police Standards and Training Commission the power strip 


officers of their law enforcement certification and ban them from the entire profession if 


they're convicted of excessive force, the Capital Gazette reported. 







The legislation outlined a single use-of-force standard that applies for every agency in the 


state, established a legal duty for officers to report suspected misconduct, and created 


whistleblower protections for those officers. 


The legislation will move to the Maryland House of Delegates where it is likely to face more 


push back than it did in the more heavily-controlled state Senate. 
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H.R.1319 - American Rescue Plan Act of 2021
117th Congress (2021-2022) | Get alerts


Sponsor: Rep. Yarmuth, John A. [D-KY-3] (Introduced 02/24/2021)


Committees: House - Budget


Committee Reports: H. Rept. 117-7


Latest Action: 03/11/2021 Became Public Law No: 117-2.  (All Actions)


Roll Call Votes: There have been 3 roll call votes


Tracker: Introduced Passed House Passed Senate Resolving Differences To President Became Law


Summary(4) Text(5) Actions(123) Titles(13) Amendments(509) Cosponsors(0) Committees(1) Related Bills(19)


There are 4 summaries for H.R.1319. Passed Senate (03/06/2021)


Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:


Passed Senate (03/06/2021)


American Rescue Plan Act of 2021


This bill provides additional relief to address the continued impact of COVID-19 (i.e., coronavirus disease 2019) on the economy, public


health, state and local governments, individuals, and businesses.


Specifically, the bill provides funding for


agriculture and nutrition programs, including the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly known as the food


stamp program);


schools and institutions of higher education;


child care and programs for older Americans and their families;


COVID-19 vaccinations, testing, treatment, and prevention;


mental health and substance-use disorder services;


emergency rental assistance, homeowner assistance, and other housing programs;


payments to state, local, tribal, and territorial governments for economic relief;


multiemployer pension plans;


small business assistance, including specific programs for restaurants and live venues;


programs for health care workers, transportation workers, federal employees, veterans, and other targeted populations;


international and humanitarian responses;


tribal government services;


scientific research and development;


state, territorial, and tribal capital projects that enable work, education, and health monitoring in response to COVID-19; and


health care providers in rural areas.


The bill also includes provisions that


extend unemployment benefits and related services;


make up to $10,200 of 2020 unemployment compensation tax-free;


make student loan forgiveness tax-free through 2025;


provide a maximum recovery rebate of $1,400 per eligible individual;


expand and otherwise modify certain tax credits, including the child tax credit and the earned income tax credit;


provide premium assistance for certain health insurance coverage; and


require coverage, without cost-sharing, of COVID-19 vaccines and treatment under Medicaid and the Children's Health


Insurance Program (CHIP).



https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/1319

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/1319/all-actions?overview=closed&q=%7B%22roll-call-vote%22%3A%22all%22%7D
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“Republicans offered 286 amendments to President Biden’s massive $1.9 TRILLION spending blowout. Democrats accepted 2 of them. So much for Biden’s calls for ‘unity,'” McCarthy said in a statement.

Epoch Times  By Masooma Haq
February 25, 2021 Updated: February 25, 2021 

Bill is 594 pages







Rep. Mike Kelly (R-Pa.) attends a joint session of Congress to certify the
Electoral College votes of the 2020 presidential election in the House chamber at
the US Capitol in Washington, DC, Jan. 6, 2021. (Caroline Brehman/AFP via
Getty Images)


CPAC 2021


Vast Majority of $1.9 Trillion
Relief Bill Doesn’t Target
Pandemic: Rep. Kelly


The vast majority of the COVID-19 relief bill isn’t targeted for


actual pandemic relief and is intended to back Democratic-


controlled states, Rep. Mike Kelly (R-Pa.) told The Epoch Times


at the Conservative Political Action Conference on Feb. 28.


The congressman said the $1.9 trillion measure is actually an


addition to the $1 trillion already allotted for COVID-19 relief.


“I think most of the American people need to know, we already


had a trillion dollars worth of money allocated but not yet spent.


Now, we’re going to throw another $1.9 trillion on top of that,”


PREMIUM


BY SAMUEL ALLEGRI February 28, 2021 Updated: March 1, 2021 Print


1


Link



file:///C:/Users/Chuck/Desktop/WORKSHOP/Vast%20Majority%20of%20$1.9%20Trillion%20Relief%20Bill%20Doesn%E2%80%99t%20Target%20Pandemic%20Rep.%20Kelly.html





COVID relief, the other is going to go to backing blue states that


have not been able to run themselves the right way.”


Kelly expressed annoyance with the argument that it’s


government money and that it’s acceptable for them to spend it


as such, pointing out that it adds to the national debt.


“Not one penny of it is government money. Every single penny


of it came out of your pocket; you’re going to be co-signing on a


debt that goes far into the future. And we know right now,


between funded and unfunded liabilities, the total debt in the


United States is over $130 trillion,” he said.


“We talk so quickly about, ‘Oh, it’s $30 trillion we’re up to right


now.’ I said no, no—funded and unfunded liabilities [it’s] $130


trillion. We’re spending money like there’s no tomorrow.”


In an attempt to bypass the necessity for Republican votes in the


Senate, Democrats are trying to push the COVID-19 relief bill


through the budget reconciliation process.


Kelly said that if one takes a look at the item-for-item list of


where the money is planned to be spent, one can find that a lot


of it is allocated to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s (D-Calif.)


promises.


“What in this spending is actually going to help people that have


had COVID? And then you get down to the point—no, it’s not,


it’s going to go for a lot of other features, a lot of other promises


that Speaker Pelosi made. And that’s what’s going to come to


fruition right now,” he said.


2







1


Link



https://www.dailywire.com/news/most-of-bidens-1-9-trillion-coronavirus-relief-bill-has-nothing-to-do-with-public-health
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FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 72
(Democrats in roman; Republicans in italic; Independents underlined)


H R 1319      YEA-AND-NAY      10-Mar-2021      2:08 PM
QUESTION:  On Motion to Concur in the Senate Amendment
BILL TITLE: American Rescue Plan Act


YEAS NAYS PRES NV


DEMOCRATIC 220 1


REPUBLICAN 210 1


INDEPENDENT


TOTALS 220 211 1


---- YEAS    220 ---


Adams
Aguilar
Allred
Auchincloss
Axne
Barragán
Bass
Beatty
Bera
Beyer
Bishop (GA)
Blumenauer
Blunt Rochester
Bonamici
Bourdeaux
Bowman
Boyle, Brendan F.
Brown
Brownley
Bush
Bustos
Butterfield
Carbajal
Cárdenas
Carson
Cartwright
Case
Casten
Castor (FL)
Castro (TX)
Chu


Gottheimer
Green, Al (TX)
Grijalva
Haaland
Harder (CA)
Hastings
Hayes
Higgins (NY)
Himes
Horsford
Houlahan
Hoyer
Huffman
Jackson Lee
Jacobs (CA)
Jayapal
Jeffries
Johnson (GA)
Johnson (TX)
Jones
Kahele
Kaptur
Keating
Kelly (IL)
Khanna
Kildee
Kilmer
Kim (NJ)
Kind
Kirkpatrick
Krishnamoorthi


Omar
Pallone
Panetta
Pappas
Pascrell
Payne
Pelosi
Perlmutter
Peters
Phillips
Pingree
Pocan
Porter
Pressley
Price (NC)
Quigley
Raskin
Rice (NY)
Ross
Roybal-Allard
Ruiz
Ruppersberger
Rush
Ryan
Sánchez
Sarbanes
Scanlon
Schakowsky
Schiff
Schneider
Schrader


Final Vote Results for Roll Call 72 https://clerk.house.gov/evs/2021/roll072.xml


1 of 4 3/10/2021, 5:02 PM
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Cicilline
Clark (MA)
Clarke (NY)
Cleaver
Clyburn
Cohen
Connolly
Cooper
Correa
Costa
Courtney
Craig
Crist
Crow
Cuellar
Davids (KS)
Davis, Danny K.
Dean
DeFazio
DeGette
DeLauro
DelBene
Delgado
Demings
DeSaulnier
Deutch
Dingell
Doggett
Doyle, Michael F.
Escobar
Eshoo
Espaillat
Evans
Fletcher
Foster
Frankel, Lois
Fudge
Gallego
Garamendi
García (IL)
Garcia (TX)
Gomez
Gonzalez, Vicente


Kuster
Lamb
Langevin
Larsen (WA)
Larson (CT)
Lawrence
Lawson (FL)
Lee (CA)
Lee (NV)
Leger Fernandez
Levin (CA)
Levin (MI)
Lieu
Lofgren
Lowenthal
Luria
Lynch
Malinowski
Maloney, Carolyn B.
Maloney, Sean
Manning
Matsui
McBath
McCollum
McEachin
McGovern
McNerney
Meeks
Meng
Mfume
Moore (WI)
Morelle
Moulton
Mrvan
Murphy (FL)
Nadler
Napolitano
Neal
Neguse
Newman
Norcross
O'Halleran
Ocasio-Cortez


Schrier
Scott (VA)
Scott, David
Sewell
Sherman
Sherrill
Sires
Slotkin
Smith (WA)
Soto
Spanberger
Speier
Stanton
Stevens
Strickland
Suozzi
Swalwell
Takano
Thompson (CA)
Thompson (MS)
Titus
Tlaib
Tonko
Torres (CA)
Torres (NY)
Trahan
Trone
Underwood
Vargas
Veasey
Vela
Velázquez
Wasserman Schultz
Waters
Watson Coleman
Welch
Wexton
Wild
Williams (GA)
Wilson (FL)
Yarmuth


---- NAYS    211 ---


Aderholt
Allen
Amodei


Gonzales, Tony
Gonzalez (OH)
Good (VA)


Mooney
Moore (AL)
Moore (UT)
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Armstrong
Arrington
Babin
Bacon
Baird
Balderson
Banks
Barr
Bentz
Bergman
Bice (OK)
Biggs
Bilirakis
Bishop (NC)
Boebert
Bost
Brady
Brooks
Buchanan
Buck
Bucshon
Budd
Burchett
Burgess
Calvert
Cammack
Carl
Carter (GA)
Carter (TX)
Cawthorn
Chabot
Cheney
Cline
Cloud
Clyde
Cole
Comer
Crawford
Crenshaw
Curtis
Davidson
Davis, Rodney
DesJarlais
Diaz-Balart
Donalds
Duncan
Dunn
Emmer
Estes
Fallon


Gooden (TX)
Gosar
Granger
Graves (LA)
Graves (MO)
Green (TN)
Greene (GA)
Griffith
Grothman
Guest
Guthrie
Hagedorn
Harris
Harshbarger
Hartzler
Hern
Herrell
Herrera Beutler
Hice (GA)
Higgins (LA)
Hill
Hinson
Hollingsworth
Hudson
Huizenga
Issa
Jackson
Jacobs (NY)
Johnson (LA)
Johnson (OH)
Johnson (SD)
Jordan
Joyce (OH)
Joyce (PA)
Katko
Keller
Kelly (MS)
Kelly (PA)
Kim (CA)
Kinzinger
Kustoff
LaHood
LaMalfa
Lamborn
Latta
LaTurner
Lesko
Long
Loudermilk
Lucas


Mullin
Murphy (NC)
Nehls
Newhouse
Norman
Nunes
Obernolte
Owens
Palazzo
Palmer
Pence
Perry
Pfluger
Posey
Reed
Reschenthaler
Rice (SC)
Rodgers (WA)
Rogers (AL)
Rogers (KY)
Rose
Rosendale
Rouzer
Roy
Rutherford
Salazar
Scalise
Schweikert
Scott, Austin
Sessions
Simpson
Smith (MO)
Smith (NE)
Smith (NJ)
Smucker
Spartz
Stauber
Steel
Stefanik
Steil
Steube
Stewart
Stivers
Taylor
Tenney
Thompson (PA)
Timmons
Turner
Upton
Valadao
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Feenstra
Ferguson
Fischbach
Fitzgerald
Fitzpatrick
Fleischmann
Fortenberry
Foxx
Franklin, C. Scott
Fulcher
Gaetz
Gallagher
Garbarino
Garcia (CA)
Gibbs
Gimenez
Gohmert
Golden


Luetkemeyer
Mace
Malliotakis
Mann
Massie
Mast
McCarthy
McCaul
McClain
McClintock
McHenry
McKinley
Meijer
Meuser
Miller (IL)
Miller (WV)
Miller-Meeks
Moolenaar


Van Drew
Van Duyne
Wagner
Walberg
Walorski
Waltz
Weber (TX)
Webster (FL)
Wenstrup
Westerman
Williams (TX)
Wilson (SC)
Wittman
Womack
Young
Zeldin


---- NOT VOTING    1 ---


Tiffany
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U.S. Senate: U.S. Senate Roll Call Votes 117th Congress - 1st Session https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm... 


UNITED STATES SENATI-


Roll Call Vote 117th Congress - 1st Session 


Vote Summary 


Question: On Passage of the Bill (H.R. 1319, As Amended ) 


Vote Number: 110 Vote Date: March 6, 2021, 12:12 PM 


Required For Majority: 1/2 Vote Result: Bill Passed 


Measure Number: H.R. 1319 (American Rescue Plan Act of 2021) 


Measure Title: A bill to provide for reconciliation pursuant to title II of S. Con. Res. 5. 


Vote Counts: YEAs 50 


NAYs 49 


Not Voting 1 


*Information compiled through Senate LIS by the Senate bill clerk under the direction of the 


secretary of the Senate 


Vote Summary By Senator Name By Vote Position 


By Home State 


Senator Name 
Baldwin (D-WI), Yea 


Barrasso (R-WY), Nay 


Bennet (D-CO), Yea 


Blackburn (R-TN), Nay 


Blumenthal (D-CT), Yea 


Blunt (R-MO), Nay 


Booker (D-NJ), Yea 


Boozman (R-AR), Nay 


Braun (R-IN), Nay 


Brown (D-OH), Yea 


Burr (R-NC), Nay 


Cantwell (D-WA), Yea 


Capito (R-WV), Nay 


Cardin (D-MD), Yea 


Carper (D-DE), Yea 


Casey (D-PA), Yea 


Cassidy (R-LA), Nay 


Collins (R-ME), Nay 


Coons (D-DE), Yea 


Cornyn (R-TX), Nay 


Cortez Masto (D-NV), Yea 


Cotton (R-AR), Nay 


Cramer (R-ND), Nay 


Crapo (R-ID), Nay 


Cruz (R-TX), Nay 


Daines (R-MT), Nay 


Duckworth (D-IL), Yea 


Durbin (D-IL), Yea 


Ernst (R-IA), Nay 


Feinstein (D-CA), Yea 


Fischer (R-NE), Nay 


Gillibrand (D-NY), Yea 


Graham (R-SC), Nay 


Grassley (R-IA), Nay 


Hagerty (R-TN), Nay 


Hassan (D-NH), Yea 


XML 


Alphabetical by 


Hawley (R-MO), Nay 


Heinrich (D-NM), Yea 


Hickenlooper (D-CO), Yea 


Hirono (D-HI), Yea 


Hoeven (R-ND), Nay 


Hyde-Smith (R-MS), Nay 


Inhofe (R-OK), Nay 


Johnson (R-WI), Nay 


Kaine (D-VA), Yea 


Kelly (D-AZ), Yea 


Kennedy (R-LA), Nay 


King (I-ME), Yea 


Klobuchar (D-MN), Yea 


Lankford (R-OK), Nay 


Leahy (D-VT), Yea 


Lee (R-UT), Nay 


Lujan (D-NM), Yea 


Lummis (R-WY), Nay 
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Manchin (D-WV), Yea 


Markey (D-MA), Yea 


Marshall (R-KS), Nay 


McConnell (R-KY), Nay 


Menendez (D-NJ), Yea 


Merkley (D-OR), Yea 


Moran (R-KS), Nay 


Murkowski (R-AK), Nay 


Murphy (D-CT), Yea 


Murray (D-WA), Yea 


Ossoff (D-GA), Yea 


Padilla (D-CA), Yea 


Paul (R-KY), Nay 


Peters (D-MI), Yea 


Portman (R-OH), Nay 


Reed (D-RI), Yea 


Vote Summary 


By Home State 


Position 


Baldwin (D-WI) 


Bennet (D-CO) 


Blumenthal (D-CT) 


Booker (D-NJ) 


Brown (D-OH) 


Cantwell (D-WA) 


Cardin (D-MD) 


Carper (D-DE) 


Casey (D-PA) 


Coons (D-DE) 


Cortez Masto (D-NV) 


Duckworth (D-IL) 


Durbin (D-IL) 


Feinstein (D-CA) 


Gillibrand (D-NY) 


Hassan (D-NH) 


Heinrich (D-NM) 


Barrasso (R-WY) 


Blackburn (R-TN) 


Blunt (R-MO) 


Boozman (R-AR) 


Braun (R-IN) 


Burr (R-NC) 


Capito (R-WV) 


Risch (R-ID), Nay 


Romney (R-UT), Nay 


Rosen (D-NV), Yea 


Rounds (R-SD), Nay 


Rubio (R-FL), Nay 


Sanders (I-VT), Yea 


Sasse (R-NE), Nay 


Schatz (D-HI), Yea 


Schumer (D-NY), Yea 


Scott (R-FL), Nay 


Scott (R-SC), Nay 


Shaheen (D-NH), Yea 


Shelby (R-AL), Nay 


Sinema (D-AZ), Yea 


Smith (D-MN), Yea 


Stabenow (D-MI), Yea 


By Senator Name By Vote Position 


YEAs ---50 


Hickenlooper (D-CO) 


Hirono (D-HI) 


Kaine (D-VA) 


Kelly (D-AZ) 


King (I-ME) 


Klobuchar (D-MN) 


Leahy (D-VT) 


Lujan (D-NM) 


Manchin (D-WV) 


Markey (D-MA) 


Menendez (D-NJ) 


Merkley (D-OR) 


Murphy (D-CT) 


Murray (D-WA) 


Ossoff (D-GA) 


Padilla (D-CA) 


Peters (D-MI) 


NAYs ---49 


Cassidy (R-LA) 


Collins (R-ME) 


Cornyn (R-TX) 


Cotton (R-AR) 


Cramer (R-ND) 


Crapo (R-ID) 


Cruz (R-TX) 


Sullivan (R-AK), Not Voting 


Tester (D-MT), Yea 


Thune (R-SD), Nay 


Tillis (R-NC), Nay 


Toomey (R-PA), Nay 


Tuberville (R-AL), Nay 


Van Hollen (D-MD), Yea 


Warner (D-VA), Yea 


Warnock (D-GA), Yea 


Warren (D-MA), Yea 


Whitehouse (D-RI), Yea 


Wicker (R-MS), Nay 


Wyden (D-OR), Yea 


Young (R-IN), Nay 


Grouped By Vote 


Reed (D-RI) 


Rosen (D-NV) 


Sanders (I-VT) 


Schatz (D-HI) 


Schumer (D-NY) 


Shaheen (D-NH) 


Sinema (D-AZ) 


Smith (D-MN) 


Stabenow (D-MI) 


Tester (D-MT) 


Van Hollen (D-MD) 


Warner (D-VA) 


Warnock (D-GA) 


Warren (D-MA) 


Whitehouse (D-RI) 


Wyden (D-OR) 


Daines (R-MT) 


Ernst (R-IA) 


Fischer (R-NE) 


Graham (R-SC) 


Grassley (R-IA) 


Hagerty (R-TN) 


Hawley (R-MO) 
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Hoeven (R-ND) 


Hyde-Smith (R-MS) 


Inhofe (R-OK) 


Johnson (R-WI) 


Kennedy (R-LA) 


Lankford (R-OK) 


Lee (R-UT) 


Lummis (R-WY) 


Marshall (R-KS) 


McConnell (R-KY) 


Sullivan (R-AK) 


Vote Summary 


By Home State 


Home State 
Alabama: 


Shelby (R-AL), Nay 


Alaska: 


Murkowski (R-AK), Nay 


Arizona: 


Kelly (D-AZ), Yea 


Arkansas: 


Boozman (R-AR), Nay 


California: 


Feinstein (D-CA), Yea 


Colorado: 


Bennet (D-CO), Yea 


Connecticut: 


Blumenthal (D-CT), Yea 


Delaware: 


Carper (D-DE), Yea 


Florida: 


Rubio (R-FL), Nay 


Georgia: 


Ossoff (D-GA), Yea 


Hawaii: 


Hirono (D-HI), Yea 


Idaho: 


Crapo (R-ID), Nay 


Illinois: 


Duckworth (D-IL), Yea 


Indiana: 


Braun (R-IN), Nay 


Iowa: 


Ernst (R-IA), Nay 


Moran (R-KS) 


Murkowski (R-AK) 


Paul (R-KY) 


Portman (R-OH) 


Risch (R-ID) 


Romney (R-UT) 


Rounds (R-SD) 


Rubio (R-FL) 


Sasse (R-NE) 


Scott (R-FL) 


Not Voting -1 


By Senator Name By Vote Position 


Tuberville (R-AL), Nay 


Sullivan (R-AK), Not Voting 


Sinema (D-AZ), Yea 


Cotton (R-AR), Nay 


Padilla (D-CA), Yea 


Hickenlooper (D-CO), Yea 


Murphy (D-CT), Yea 


Coons (D-DE), Yea 


Scott (R-FL), Nay 


Warnock (D-GA), Yea 


Schatz (D-HI), Yea 


Risch (R-ID), Nay 


Durbin (D-IL), Yea 


Young (R-IN), Nay 


Grassley (R-IA), Nay 


Scott (R-SC) 


Shelby (R-AL) 


Thune (R-SD) 


Tillis (R-NC) 


Toomey (R-PA) 


Tuberville (R-AL) 


Wicker (R-MS) 


Young (R-IN) 


Grouped by 
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Kansas: 


Marshall (R-KS), Nay Moran (R-KS), Nay 


Kentucky: 


McConnell (R-KY), Nay Paul (R-KY), Nay 


Louisiana: 


Cassidy (R-LA), Nay Kennedy (R-LA), Nay 


Maine: 


Collins (R-ME), Nay King (I-ME), Yea 


Maryland: 


Cardin (D-MD), Yea Van Hollen (D-MD), Yea 


Massachusetts: 


Markey (D-MA), Yea Warren (D-MA), Yea 


Michigan: 


Peters (D-MI), Yea Stabenow (D-MI), Yea 


Minnesota: 


Klobuchar (D-MN), Yea Smith (D-MN), Yea 


Mississippi: 


Hyde-Smith (R-MS), Nay Wicker (R-MS), Nay 


Missouri: 


Blunt (R-MO), Nay Hawley (R-MO), Nay 


Montana: 


Daines (R-MT), Nay Tester (D-MT), Yea 


Nebraska: 


Fischer (R-NE), Nay Sasse (R-NE), Nay 


Nevada: 


Cortez Masto (D-NV), Yea Rosen (D-NV), Yea 


New Hampshire: 


Hassan (D-NH), Yea Shaheen (D-NH), Yea 


New Jersey: 


Booker (D-NJ), Yea Menendez (D-NJ), Yea 


New Mexico: 


Heinrich (D-NM), Yea Lujan (D-NM), Yea 


New York: 


Gillibrand (D-NY), Yea Schumer (D-NY), Yea 


North Carolina: 


Burr (R-NC), Nay Till's (R-NC), Nay 


North Dakota: 


Cramer (R-ND), Nay Hoeven (R-ND), Nay 


Ohio: 


Brown (D-OH), Yea Portman (R-OH), Nay 


Oklahoma: 


Inhofe (R-OK), Nay Lankford (R-OK), Nay 


Oregon: 


Merkley (D-OR), Yea Wyden (D-OR), Yea 


Pennsylvania: 
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Casey (D-PA), Yea Toomey (R-PA), Nay 


Rhode Island: 


Reed (D-RI), Yea Whitehouse (D-RI), Yea 


South Carolina: 


Graham (R-SC), Nay Scott (R-SC), Nay 


South Dakota: 


Rounds (R-SD), Nay Thune (R-SD), Nay 


Tennessee: 


Blackburn (R-TN), Nay Hagerty (R-TN), Nay 


Texas: 


Cornyn (R-TX), Nay Cruz (R-TX), Nay 


Utah: 


Lee (R-UT), Nay Romney (R-UT), Nay 


Vermont: 


Leahy (D-VT), Yea Sanders (I-VT), Yea 


Virginia: 


Kaine (D-VA), Yea Warner (D-VA), Yea 


Washington: 


Cantwell (D-WA), Yea Murray (D-WA), Yea 


West Virginia: 


Capito (R-WV), Nay Manchin (D-WV), Yea 


Wisconsin: 


Baldwin (D-WI), Yea Johnson (R-WI), Nay 


Wyoming: 


Barrasso (R-WY), Nay Lummis (R-WY), Nay 


Vote Summary By Senator Name By Vote Position 


By Home State 
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H.R.1 - For the People Act of 2021
117th Congress (2021-2022) | Get alerts


Sponsor: Rep. Sarbanes, John P. [D-MD-3] (Introduced 01/04/2021)


Committees: House - House Administration; Intelligence (Permanent Select); Judiciary; Oversight and Reform; Science, Space,


and Technology; Education and Labor; Ways and Means; Financial Services; Ethics; Homeland Security; Armed


Services


Latest Action: House - 03/01/2021 Rules Committee Resolution H. Res. 179 Reported to House. Rule provides for consideration of


H.R. 1 and H.R. 1280. Rule provides for 1 hour of general debate on H.R. 1 and one motion to recommit. Rule


provides for 1 hour of general debate on H.R. 1280 and one motion to recommit.  (All Actions)


Tracker: Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Summary(0) Text(1) Actions(13) Titles(28) Amendments(0) Cosponsors(222) Committees(11) Related Bills(8)


A summary is in progress.
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All Maryland Democrats voted for this bill.  It was passed on 3/3 (220-210)
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REPORT Election Integrity 
The Facts About H.R. 1: The “For the People Act of 2021” 
February 21, 2021 6 min read 
The Heritage Foundation 
 SUMMARY 
H.R. 1 would federalize and micromanage the election process administered by the states,


imposing unnecessary, unwise, and unconstitutional mandates on the states and reversing


the decentralization of the American election process—which is essential to the protection


of our liberty and freedom. It would (among other things) implement nationwide the worst


changes in election rules that occurred during the 2020 election; go even further in eroding


and eliminating basic security protocols that states have in place; and interfere with the 
ability of states and their citizens to determine the qualifications and eligibility of voters,


ensure the accuracy of voter registration rolls, secure the fairness and integrity of elections,


and participate and speak freely in the political process. 
KEY TAKEAWAYS 
H.R. 1 would federalize and micromanage the election process, imposing unnecessary, 
unwise, and unconstitutional mandates on the states. 
It would reverse the decentralization of the American election process—an essential 
protection of our liberty and freedom. 
It would implement nationwide the worst changes in election rules that occurred in 2020


and further damage or eliminate basic security protocols. 


The Issue
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H.R. 1 would federalize and micromanage the election process administered by the states,


imposing unnecessary, unwise, and unconstitutional mandates on the states and reversing


the decentralization of the American election process—which is essential to the protection


of our liberty and freedom. It would implement nationwide the worst changes in election


rules that occurred during the 2020 election and go even further in eroding and eliminating


basic security protocols that states have in place. The bill would interfere with the ability of


states and their citizens to determine the qualifications and eligibility of voters, to ensure


the accuracy of voter registration rolls, to secure the fairness and integrity of elections, to


participate and speak freely in the political process, and to determine the district boundary


lines for electing their representatives.


What H.R. 1 Would Do


 to regulate voter registration and the voting process by forcing


states to implement , , ,


, and .


Seize the authority of states


early voting  automatic voter registration  same-day registration  online


voter registration no-fault absentee balloting


 and promote chaos at the polls through 


, as election officials would have no time to verify the accuracy of voter


registration information and the eligibility of an individual to vote and could not anticipate


the number of ballots and precinct workers that would be needed at specific polling


locations.


Make it easier to commit fraud same-day


registration


by diffusing the intensity of


get-out-the-vote efforts; it would raise the cost of campaigns. Voters who vote early don’t


have the same information as those who vote on Election Day, missing late-breaking


developments that could affect their choices.


Hurt voter turnout through 15 days of mandated early voting 


 all


individuals (as opposed to “citizens”) from state and federal databases, such as state


Departments of Motor Vehicles, corrections and welfare offices, and federal agencies such


as the Social Security Administration, the Department of Labor, the Federal Bureau of


Prisons, and the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services of the Department of Health


and Human Services. This would , including


aliens, and cause multiple or duplicate registrations of the same individuals and put federal


agencies in charge of determining a person’s domicile for voting purposes (as well as that


individual’s taxing state).


Degrade the accuracy of registration lists by requiring states to automatically register


register large numbers of ineligible voters


Constitute a recipe for massive voter registration fraud by hackers and cyber criminals
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it would raise the cost of campaigns. 







 that is not tied to an existing state record, such as a


driver’s license. It would make it a criminal offense for a state official to reject a voter


registration application even when it is rejected “under color of law” because the official


believes the individual is ineligible to vote. It would also require states to allow 16-year-


olds and 17-year-olds to register; when combined with a ban on voter ID and restrictions


on the ability to challenge the eligibility of a voter, this would effectively ensure that


underage individuals could vote with impunity.


through online voter registration


, overriding


the precinct system used by almost all states that allows election officials to monitor votes,


staff polling places, provide enough ballots, and prevent election fraud.


Require states to count ballots cast by voters outside of their assigned precincts


 for absentee ballots; 


 as long as they are


postmarked by Election Day; and 


so that any third parties—including campaign staffers and political consultants—can pick


up and deliver absentee ballots.


Mandate no-fault absentee ballots, which are the tool of choice for vote thieves. It would


ban witness signature or notarization requirements force states to


accept absentee ballots received up to 10 days after Election Day


require states to allow vote trafficking (vote harvesting)


. This includes restrictions on using the U.S. Postal Service’s


national change-of-address system to verify the address of registered voters; participating


in state programs that compare voter registration lists to detect individuals registered in


multiple states; or  removing registrants due to a failure to vote no matter how much


time has elapsed. It also would substantially limit the public release of voter registration


information,  for nonpartisan organizations to 


, and prohibit states from using undeliverable election mail as


a basis for challenging a registrant’s eligibility.


Prevent election officials from checking the eligibility and qualifications of voters and


removing ineligible voters


ever


making it almost impossible verify the


accuracy of registration rolls


 by forcing states to allow individuals to vote without an ID and


merely signing a statement in which they claim they are who they say they are.


Ban state voter ID laws


. Voter


intimidation or coercion that prevents someone from registering or voting is already a


federal crime under the Voting Rights Act and the National Voter Registration Act. But


H.R. 1 would add a provision criminalizing  anyone


from registering or voting, which is  that it could prevent providing


any information to election officials about the ineligibility of an individual, such as an


Violate the First Amendment with respect to a vast range of legal activity


 “hindering, interfering, or preventing”


so vague and so broad
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applicant not being a U.S. citizen.


, . H.R. 1 would impose onerous legal and


administrative compliance burdens and costs on candidates, citizens, civic groups, unions,


corporations, and nonprofit organizations. Many of these provisions 


, ,  to the public;


its onerous disclosure requirements for nonprofit organizations would subject their


members and donors to the modern equivalent of the type of


disclosure requirements the U.S. Supreme Court in  (1958) held


violated associational rights protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.


Expand regulation and government censorship of campaigns and political activity and


speech  including online and policy-related speech


violate the First


Amendment  protect incumbents  and reduce the accountability of politicians


intimidation and harassment—


NAACP v. Alabama


 from six to five, allowing


the political party with three commission seats to control the commission and engage


in .


Reduce the number of Federal Election Commission members


partisan enforcement activities


and impose numerous


other ,


eliminating the ability of the residents of specific states to make their own decisions about


what rules should govern their state government officials.


Prohibit state election officials from participating in federal elections 


“ethics” rules that are unconstitutional or unfairly restrict political activity


 the moment they are out of prison


regardless of uncompleted parole, probation, or restitution requirements. Section 2 of the


Fourteenth Amendment gives states the constitutional authority to decide when felons who


committed crimes against their fellow citizens may vote again. 


Require states to restore the ability of felons to vote


Congress cannot override a


constitutional amendment with a statute.


 from state legislatures to “independent”


commissions whose members are unaccountable to voters. H.R. 1 would make it a


violation of federal law to engage in “partisan” redistricting and 


, , . This is an 


,  that would take away the ability of the citizens of a


state to make their own decisions about redistricting.


Transfer the right to draw congressional districts


mandate the inclusion of


alien population  both legal and illegal  in all redistricting anti-


democratic  unconstitutional measure


 H.R. 1 would permit


the IRS to investigate and consider the political and policy positions of nonprofit


organizations before granting tax-exempt status, thus enabling IRS officials to target


organizations engaging in First Amendment activity with disfavored views.


Authorize the Internal Revenue Service to engage in partisan activity.


.  The bill would prohibit theLimit access to federal courts for anyone challenging H R. 1.
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filing of any lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of H.R. 1 anywhere except in the


District Court for the District of Columbia and would allow the court to order all plaintiffs


and intervenors, regardless of their number (such as all 50 states), “to file joint papers or to


be represented by a single attorney at oral argument,” 


.


severely limiting the legal


representation and due process rights of challengers


 H.R. 1 defines “democratic institutions” as those that are


“essential to ensuring an independent judiciary, free and fair elections and the rule of law.”


The commission would be given the authority to compel judges to testify and justify their


legal decisions, 


.


Establish a “Commission to Protect Democratic Institutions” that would threaten the


independence of the judiciary.


threatening their independent judgment and subjecting them to political


pressure and harassment


Authors


The Heritage Foundation
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FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 62
(Democrats in roman; Republicans in italic; Independents underlined)


H R 1      YEA-AND-NAY      3-Mar-2021      11:02 PM
QUESTION:  On Passage
BILL TITLE: For the People Act


YEAS NAYS PRES NV


DEMOCRATIC 220 1


REPUBLICAN 209 2


INDEPENDENT


TOTALS 220 210 2


---- YEAS    220 ---


Adams
Aguilar
Allred
Auchincloss
Axne
Barragán
Bass
Beatty
Bera
Beyer
Bishop (GA)
Blumenauer
Blunt Rochester
Bonamici
Bourdeaux
Bowman
Boyle, Brendan F.
Brown
Brownley
Bush
Bustos
Butterfield
Carbajal
Cárdenas
Carson
Cartwright
Case
Casten
Castor (FL)
Castro (TX)
Chu


Gonzalez, Vicente
Gottheimer
Green, Al (TX)
Grijalva
Haaland
Harder (CA)
Hastings
Hayes
Higgins (NY)
Himes
Horsford
Houlahan
Hoyer
Huffman
Jackson Lee
Jacobs (CA)
Jayapal
Jeffries
Johnson (GA)
Johnson (TX)
Jones
Kahele
Kaptur
Keating
Kelly (IL)
Khanna
Kildee
Kilmer
Kim (NJ)
Kind
Kirkpatrick


Ocasio-Cortez
Omar
Pallone
Panetta
Pappas
Pascrell
Payne
Pelosi
Perlmutter
Peters
Phillips
Pingree
Pocan
Porter
Pressley
Price (NC)
Quigley
Raskin
Rice (NY)
Ross
Roybal-Allard
Ruiz
Ruppersberger
Rush
Ryan
Sánchez
Sarbanes
Scanlon
Schakowsky
Schiff
Schneider
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Cicilline
Clark (MA)
Clarke (NY)
Cleaver
Clyburn
Cohen
Connolly
Cooper
Correa
Costa
Courtney
Craig
Crist
Crow
Cuellar
Davids (KS)
Davis, Danny K.
Dean
DeFazio
DeGette
DeLauro
DelBene
Delgado
Demings
DeSaulnier
Deutch
Dingell
Doggett
Doyle, Michael F.
Escobar
Eshoo
Espaillat
Evans
Fletcher
Foster
Frankel, Lois
Fudge
Gallego
Garamendi
García (IL)
Garcia (TX)
Golden
Gomez


Krishnamoorthi
Kuster
Lamb
Langevin
Larsen (WA)
Larson (CT)
Lawrence
Lawson (FL)
Lee (CA)
Lee (NV)
Leger Fernandez
Levin (CA)
Levin (MI)
Lieu
Lofgren
Lowenthal
Luria
Lynch
Malinowski
Maloney, Carolyn B.
Maloney, Sean
Manning
Matsui
McBath
McCollum
McEachin
McGovern
McNerney
Meeks
Meng
Mfume
Moore (WI)
Morelle
Moulton
Mrvan
Murphy (FL)
Nadler
Napolitano
Neal
Neguse
Newman
Norcross
O'Halleran


Schrader
Schrier
Scott (VA)
Scott, David
Sewell
Sherman
Sherrill
Sires
Slotkin
Smith (WA)
Soto
Spanberger
Speier
Stanton
Stevens
Strickland
Suozzi
Swalwell
Takano
Thompson (CA)
Titus
Tlaib
Tonko
Torres (CA)
Torres (NY)
Trahan
Trone
Underwood
Vargas
Veasey
Vela
Velázquez
Wasserman Schultz
Waters
Watson Coleman
Welch
Wexton
Wild
Williams (GA)
Wilson (FL)
Yarmuth


---- NAYS    210 ---


Aderholt
Allen
Amodei


Gonzalez (OH)
Good (VA)
Gooden (TX)


Moore (AL)
Moore (UT)
Mullin
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Armstrong
Arrington
Babin
Bacon
Baird
Balderson
Banks
Barr
Bentz
Bice (OK)
Biggs
Bilirakis
Bishop (NC)
Boebert
Bost
Brady
Brooks
Buchanan
Buck
Bucshon
Budd
Burchett
Burgess
Calvert
Cammack
Carl
Carter (GA)
Carter (TX)
Cawthorn
Chabot
Cheney
Cline
Cloud
Clyde
Cole
Comer
Crawford
Crenshaw
Curtis
Davidson
Davis, Rodney
DesJarlais
Diaz-Balart
Donalds
Duncan
Dunn
Emmer
Estes
Fallon
Feenstra


Gosar
Granger
Graves (LA)
Graves (MO)
Green (TN)
Greene (GA)
Griffith
Grothman
Guest
Guthrie
Hagedorn
Harris
Harshbarger
Hartzler
Hern
Herrell
Herrera Beutler
Hice (GA)
Higgins (LA)
Hill
Hinson
Hollingsworth
Hudson
Huizenga
Issa
Jackson
Jacobs (NY)
Johnson (LA)
Johnson (OH)
Johnson (SD)
Jordan
Joyce (OH)
Joyce (PA)
Katko
Keller
Kelly (MS)
Kelly (PA)
Kim (CA)
Kinzinger
Kustoff
LaHood
LaMalfa
Lamborn
Latta
LaTurner
Lesko
Long
Loudermilk
Lucas
Luetkemeyer


Murphy (NC)
Nehls
Newhouse
Norman
Nunes
Obernolte
Owens
Palazzo
Palmer
Pence
Perry
Pfluger
Posey
Reed
Reschenthaler
Rice (SC)
Rodgers (WA)
Rogers (AL)
Rogers (KY)
Rose
Rosendale
Rouzer
Roy
Rutherford
Salazar
Scalise
Schweikert
Scott, Austin
Sessions
Simpson
Smith (MO)
Smith (NE)
Smith (NJ)
Smucker
Spartz
Stauber
Steel
Stefanik
Steil
Steube
Stewart
Stivers
Taylor
Tenney
Thompson (MS)
Thompson (PA)
Tiffany
Timmons
Turner
Upton
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Ferguson
Fischbach
Fitzgerald
Fitzpatrick
Fleischmann
Fortenberry
Foxx
Franklin, C. Scott
Fulcher
Gaetz
Gallagher
Garbarino
Garcia (CA)
Gibbs
Gimenez
Gohmert
Gonzales, Tony


Mace
Malliotakis
Mann
Massie
Mast
McCarthy
McCaul
McClain
McClintock
McHenry
McKinley
Meijer
Meuser
Miller (WV)
Miller-Meeks
Moolenaar
Mooney


Valadao
Van Drew
Van Duyne
Wagner
Walberg
Walorski
Waltz
Weber (TX)
Webster (FL)
Wenstrup
Westerman
Williams (TX)
Wilson (SC)
Wittman
Womack
Young
Zeldin


---- NOT VOTING    2 ---


Bergman Miller (IL)
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S.1 - A bill to expand Americans' access to the ballot box, reduce the
influence of big money in politics, strengthen ethics rules for public
servants, and implement other anti-corruption measures for the purpose of
fortifying our democracy, and for other purposes.
117th Congress (2021-2022) | Get alerts


Sponsor: Sen. Merkley, Jeff [D-OR] (Introduced 03/17/2021)


Committees: Senate - Rules and Administration


Committee Meetings: 03/24/21 10:00AM


Latest Action: Senate - 03/24/2021 Committee on Rules and Administration. Hearings held.  (All Actions)


Tracker: Introduced Passed Senate Passed House To President Became Law


Summary(0) Text Actions(2) Titles(1) Amendments(0) Cosponsors(48) Committees(1) Related Bills(0)


A legislative analyst in the Congressional Research Service will begin analyzing this legislation after text becomes available.


S.1 - 117th Congress (2021-2022): A bill to expand Americans' access to... https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/1?q={"search":...


1 of 1 3/25/2021, 1:04 PM


Senate version of H.R. For the People Act



https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/1?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22S1%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1
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Synopsis Prohibiting the State or any local jurisdiction from entering into agreements


facilitating immigration-related detention by private entities; prohibiting


governmental entities from approving zoning variances or permits for the


construction or reuse of buildings to house immigration-related detainees


without public notification; requiring governmental entities to terminate existing


contracts for the detention of immigration-related detainees by October 1,


2022; etc.


Committees Original:


Judiciary


Opposite:


Judicial Proceedings


Committee


Testimony


Witness List


Details Cross-filed with: SB0478


Bill File Type: Pre-Filed


Effective Date(s): July 1, 2021
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  HB 16 
Department of Legislative Services 


Maryland General Assembly 
2021 Session 


FISCAL AND POLICY NOTE 
Third Reader - Revised 


House Bill 16 (Delegate Stewart) 


Judiciary Judicial Proceedings 


Correctional Services  Immigration Detention  Prohibition (Dignity Not 
Detention Act) 


This bill prohibits the State or any local jurisdiction from entering into an agreement 
relating to the establishment of an immigration detention facility owned or operated by a 
private entity. The bill prohibits the State or any local jurisdiction from approving a zoning 
variance or permit for the construction or reuse of buildings that will be used by private 
entities as an immigration detention facility without first notifying the public and holding 
public meetings for comment. The bill also prohibits the State or any local jurisdiction from 
entering into or renewing an immigration detention agreement. The bill takes effect 
July 1, 2021.


Fiscal Summary 


State Effect:  
Any change in State activities does not materially impact State finances.   


Local Effect:  Federal fund revenues decrease by a significant amount for counties with 
an existing immigration detention agreement with the federal government. Currently, 
two local governments (Frederick and Worcester counties) receive approximately 
$5.0 million in payments from the federal government to house individuals under a federal 
immigration agreement. Expenditures decrease to the extent that local jurisdictions no 
longer provide immigration detention services for the federal government. In 
Worcester County, the potential decrease in local detention center expenditures could be 
significant. This bill imposes a mandate on a unit of local government.


Small Business Effect:  None.     
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Analysis 


Bill Summary:
agreement, intergovernmental service agreement, or memorandum of understanding that 
authorizes a State or local government agency to house or detain individuals for federal 
civil immi
building, facility, or structure used, in whole or in part, to house or detain individuals for 
federal civil immigration violations. 


The State, local governments, and specified State and local agents are prohibited from 
(1) entering into an agreement of any kind for the detention of individuals in an 
immigration detention facility owned, managed, or operated, in whole or in part, by a 
private entity; (2) paying, reimbursing, subsidizing, or defraying in any way any costs 
related to the sale, purchase, construction, development, ownership, management, or 
operation of an immigration detention facility that is or will be owned, managed, or 
operated, in whole or in part, by a private entity; (3) receiving any payment related to the 
detention of individuals in an immigration detention facility owned, managed, or operated 
in whole or in part, by a private entity; or (4) otherwise giving any financial incentive or 
benefit to any private entity or person in connection with the sale, purchase, construction, 
development, ownership, management, or operation of an immigration detention facility 
that is or will be owned, managed, or operated, in whole or in part, by a private entity.  


The State, local governments, and specified State and local agents are prohibited from 
approving a zoning variance or issuing a permit for the construction of a building or the 
reuse of existing buildings or structures by any private entity for use as an immigration 
detention facility unless the entity (1) provides notice to the public of the proposed zoning 
variance or permit action at least 180 days before authorizing the variance or issuing the 
permit and (2) solicits and hears public comments on the proposed zoning variance or 
permit action in at least two separate meetings open to the public. 


The State, local governments, and specified State and local agents are prohibited from 
entering into or renewing an immigration detention agreement. Those with an existing 
immigration detention agreement must exercise the termination provision contained in the 
immigration detention agreement no later than October 1, 2022. In any dispute over an 
immigration detention agreement with the State, the provisions of the bill govern. 
However, the may not be construed to authorize or prohibit the State, local 
governments, and specified State and local agents from entering into an agreement with 
the federal government under 8 U.S.C. § 1357(g).  


The bill includes a s
held invalid by a court, the invalidity of those provisions does not affect the validity of the 
other provisions and application of those provisions. 
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Current Law:  While immigration is controlled by federal law, the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) and the U.S. Immigration, Customs, and Enforcement Division 
(ICE) have initiated numerous programs that involve state and local law enforcement 
agencies as allies and additional resourc
Program (PEP) was established in 2014 to enable DHS to work with state and local law 
enforcement to take custody of individuals who pose a danger to public safety before those 
individuals are released. Under the PEP program, after an individual was arrested and 
booked for a criminal violation, state and local law enforcement officers would send data 
to ICE so that ICE could determine whether the individual was a priority for removal, 
consistent with the DHS enforcement priorities. Under PEP, ICE would seek the transfer 
of a removable individual when that individual had been convicted of a specified offense, 
had intentionally participated in an organized criminal gang to further the illegal activity 
of the gang, or posed a danger to national security. 


Pursuant to an executive order dated January 25, 2017, President Trump directed the 
Secretary of Homeland Security to immediately take all appropriate action to reinstitute 
the Secure Communities program. Under this program, originally launched in March 2008 
and discontinued November 2014, participating correctional facilities would submit the 
fingerprints of arrestees into traditional criminal databases and immigration databases, 
such as the U.S. Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology Program and the 
Automated Biometric Identification System. If the database indicated that the arrestee 
matched a record for an individual with an immigration violation, ICE and local law 
enforcement would automatically be notified. ICE would then review the case and the 


instances, ICE would issue a detainer. However, pursuant to an executive order dated 
January 20, 2021, President Biden revoked the executive order that reestablished the 
Secure Communities program.  


Exhibit 1 shows the total number of immigrant detainers issued in Maryland from 
fiscal 2003 to 2020. 
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Exhibit 1 
Immigrant Detainers Issued in Maryland 


Fiscal 2003-2020 


Source:  Transactional Records Access Clearing House (TRAC); Department of Legislative Services 


Another initiative, authorized under Section 287(g) of the Immigration and Naturalization 
Act, allows the Secretary of Homeland Security to enter into written agreements to delegate 
limited immigration enforcement authority to state and local law enforcement officers. In 
Maryland, the 287(g) program has been established in three jurisdictions  Cecil, Frederick, 


partnership with ICE to begin the 287(g) Criminal Alien Program within the county. This 
partnership entailed training office personnel from both the county detention center and 
law enforcement operations to become authorized to identify and begin deportation 


ce is 
one of the few law enforcement offices nationwide that participate in both the jail 
enforcement program and the law enforcement task force program. In addition, the local 
detention center in Harford County participates in the 287(g) program. Cecil County began 
participating in the 287(g) program in February 2019. Anne Arundel County previously 
participated in the federal program starting in December 2017 but later withdrew in 
December 2018. 
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The Office of the Attorney General of Maryland reissued a letter of advice in 
December 2018 pertaining to immigration detainers. Such detainers are notices sent from 
ICE to state or local law enforcement agencies that request the agency to continue to hold 
the person named in the detainer for up to 48 hours past the date that the individual is 
otherwise eligible for release. The letter noted that relevant federal regulations specify that 
the detainer is a request that a state 
release, in order for DHS to arrange to assume custody in situations in which gaining 
immediate physical custody is impracticable or impossible. The letter advised that state 
and local jurisdictions may exercise discretion when determining how to respond to 
individual immigration detainers. 


Federal law does not mandate that state and local law enforcement agencies become 
involved in immigration efforts. However, federal law does prohibit a state or local 
government from prohibiting or in any way restricting any government entity or official 
from sending to or receiving from ICE information regarding the citizenship or 
immigration status, lawful or unlawful, of any individual. It also prohibits restrictions on 
any of the following with respect to information regarding the immigration status, lawful 
or unlawful, of any individual:  (1) sending such information to, or requesting or receiving 
such information from, ICE; (2) maintaining such information; or (3) exchanging such 
information with any other federal, state, or local government authority 


Local Fiscal Effect:  Two local governments (Frederick and Worcester counties) currently 
have immigration detention agreements with the federal government. As shown in 
Exhibit 2, the two jurisdictions will receive approximately $5.0 million in payments from 
the federal government in fiscal 2021 to house individuals under a federal immigration 
detention agreement. In Frederick County, the federal payments account for approximately 
6% of the total operating cost of the local detention center.  


In Worcester County, the federal payments account for approximately 42% of the total cost 
of operating the county jail. According to the Worcester County Government, the county 
expanded the Worcester County Jail in 2011 to increase t
319 beds to 502 beds to house, in addition to seasonal detainees, immigration-related 
detainees. ICE revenues for fiscal 2019 contributed $5.1 million toward the total 
Worcester County Jail budget of $9.2 million. 


In March 2021, Howard County terminated their immigration detention agreement with 
the federal government and ordered that all ICE detainees must be removed from the 
Howard County Detention Center by May 2021. As such, the bill is not anticipated to affect 
Howard County government operations or finances. 
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Exhibit 2 
Local Governments with Federal Immigration Detention Agreements 


Federal Payments and Share of Total Detention Center Costs 
Fiscal 2021  


Frederick Worcester 


Federal Payments $1.0 million $4.0 million 
Total Detention Center Costs $16.6 million $9.5 million 
Federal Payments  


As Percent of Total Costs 
6% 42% 


Source:  County Budget Documents; Department of Legislative Services 


Additional Comments:  Memorandums of Agreements between DHS and local law 
enforcement agencies participating in the 287(g) program generally include provisions 
relating to holding individuals for not more than 48 hours upon their transfer to the custody 
of ICE. Local governments and law enforcement agencies participating in the 
287(g) program may need to update these agreements to be in compli
prohibition on entering into immigration detention agreements.  


Additional Information 


Prior Introductions:  HB 677 of 2020, a similar bill, received a hearing in the House 
Judiciary Committee, but no further action was taken. Its cross file, SB 850, received a 
hearing in the Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee, but no further action was taken. 


Designated Cross File:  SB 478 (Senator Smith) - Judicial Proceedings. 


Information Source(s):  Baltimore City; Frederick, Howard, Montgomery, 
Prince s, and Worcester counties; City of Bowie; Office of the Attorney General; 
Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services; Department of Legislative 
Services 


Fiscal Note History: First Reader - February 8, 2021 
Third Reader - March 29, 2021 


Revised - Updated Information - March 29, 2021 
rh/hlb 
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Analysis by:   Thomas S. Elder Direct Inquiries to: 
(410) 946-5510 
(301) 970-5510 
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Judiciary Committee Bill/Resolution Number: HB 16


Voting Record - 2021 Session Vote Date: 3/12/2021


Final Action: FWA


Motion: 


❏ Favorable ✓ Favorable with 


Amendment 
❏ Unfavorable ❏ Withdrawn by Sponsor


❏ No Motion ❏ Referred to Interim - 


Summer Study
❏ Re-referred to: ____________________


Name Yea Nay Abstain Excused Absent


Clippinger, L., Chair Chair generally does not vote


Atterbeary, V., Vice ✓


Anderson, C. ✓


Arikan, L. ✓


Bartlett, J. ✓


Cardin, J. ✓


Conaway, F. ✓


Cox, D. ✓


Crutchfield, C. ✓


Davis, D. ✓


Fisher, W. ✓


Grammer, R. ✓


Griffith, M. ✓


Jones, R. ✓


Lopez, L. ✓


Malone, M. ✓


McComas, S. ✓


Moon, D. ✓


Shetty, E. ✓


Thiam, B. ✓


Watson, R. ✓


Williams, N. ✓


Totals 13 7 0 1 0


Amendment Numbers, 


Consent Bill Lists, 


Other


Committee Reporter: ___________________________


(D-32)
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86 Yeas 44 Nays 6 Not Voting 0 Excused 5 Absent


Maryland House of Delegates


SEQ NO. 576 Calendar Date: Mar 18, 2021 7:57 (PM)


2021 Regular Session


Legislative Date: Mar 7, 2021Presiding: Speaker


On Third Reading


(JUD)


Third Reading (HB) Calendar No.58HB 16
Delegate Stewart


Not Detention Act)


Correctional Services - Immigration Detention - Prohibition (Dignity


Voting Yea - 86
Speaker Charles Healey Love Smith


Acevero Clippinger Henson Luedtke Solomon


Amprey Conaway Hill McIntosh Stein


Attar Crutchfield Holmes Moon Stewart


Atterbeary Cullison Ivey Palakovich Carr Terrasa


Bagnall Davis, D.E. Jones, D. Patterson Turner


Barnes, B. Davis, D.M. Jones, R. Pena-Melnyk Valderrama


Barnes, D. Dumais Kaiser Pendergrass Valentino-Smith


Bartlett Ebersole Kelly Proctor Walker


Barve Feldmark Kerr Qi Washington


Belcastro Fennell Korman Queen Watson, C.


Boyce Fisher, W. Krimm Reznik Watson, R.


Branch, T. Forbes Lehman Rogers Wells


Bridges Fraser-Hidalgo Lewis, J. Rosenberg Wilkins


Brooks Gilchrist Lewis, R. Ruth Williams


Carr Harrison Lierman Sample-Hughes Young, K.


Chang Haynes Lopez Shetty Young, P.


Charkoudian


Voting Nay - 44
Adams Ciliberti Howard Malone Parrott


Anderton Clark Impallaria Mangione Pippy


Arentz Crosby Jacobs Mautz Reilly


Arikan Fisher, M. Johnson McComas Rose


Beitzel Ghrist Kipke McKay Shoemaker


Boteler Grammer Kittleman Metzgar Szeliga


Buckel Griffith Krebs Morgan Thiam


Carey Hartman Lisanti Novotny Wivell


Chisholm Hornberger Long Otto


Not Voting - 6
Barron Guyton Jackson Jalisi Wilson


Bhandari


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 5
Anderson Branch, C. Cardin Cox Saab


* Indicates Vote Change


All Dist. 32 Delegates voted "Yea."
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H.R.5 - Equality Act
117th Congress (2021-2022) | Get alerts


Sponsor: Rep. Cicilline, David N. [D-RI-1] (Introduced 02/18/2021)


Committees: House - Judiciary; Education and Labor; Financial Services; Oversight and Reform; House Administration


Latest Action: Senate - 03/17/2021 Committee on the Judiciary. Hearings held.  (All Actions)


Roll Call Votes: There have been 2 roll call votes


Tracker: Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Summary(2) Text(3) Actions(20) Titles(3) Amendments(0) Cosponsors(224) Committees(6) Related Bills(1)


There are 2 summaries for H.R.5. Passed House (02/25/2021)


Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:


Passed House (02/25/2021)


Equality Act


This bill prohibits discrimination based on sex, sexual orientation, and gender identity in areas including public accommodations and


facilities, education, federal funding, employment, housing, credit, and the jury system. Specifically, the bill defines and includes sex,


sexual orientation, and gender identity among the prohibited categories of discrimination or segregation.


The bill expands the definition of public accommodations to include places or establishments that provide (1) exhibitions, recreation,


exercise, amusement, gatherings, or displays; (2) goods, services, or programs; and (3) transportation services.


The bill allows the Department of Justice to intervene in equal protection actions in federal court on account of sexual orientation or


gender identity.


The bill prohibits an individual from being denied access to a shared facility, including a restroom, a locker room, and a dressing room,


that is in accordance with the individual's gender identity.


H.R.5 - 117th Congress (2021-2022): Equality Act | Congress.gov | Libra... https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5
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Passed House 3/26 (224-206).  All MD Democrats vote yea.  Three "Republicans" voted for it:  Fitzpatrick (PA-1), Katko (NY-24), Reed (NY-23)
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H.R.5 - Equality Act
117th Congress (2021-2022) | Get alerts


Sponsor: Rep. Cicilline, David N. [D-RI-1] (Introduced 02/18/2021)
Committees: House - Judiciary; Education and Labor; Financial Services; Oversight and Reform; House Administration
Latest Action: House - 02/24/2021 Rule H. Res. 147 passed House.  (All Actions)
Tracker: Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Summary(1) Text(1) Actions(8) Titles(2) Amendments(0) Cosponsors(224) Committees(5) Related Bills(1)


Sponsor: Rep. Cicilline, David N. [D-RI-1] | Cosponsor statistics: 224 current - includes 223 original


Refined by:


* = Original cosponsor


Cosponsor Date Cosponsored


Rep. Hoyer, Steny H. [D-MD-5]* 02/18/2021


Rep. Brown, Anthony G. [D-MD-4]* 02/18/2021


Rep. Raskin, Jamie [D-MD-8]* 02/18/2021


Rep. Ruppersberger, C. A. Dutch [D-MD-2]* 02/18/2021


Rep. Sarbanes, John P. [D-MD-3]* 02/18/2021


Rep. Trone, David J. [D-MD-6]* 02/18/2021


Rep. Mfume, Kweisi [D-MD-7]* 02/18/2021


Maryland 


Party


Cosponsors by U.S. State or Territory


Democratic [7]


Maryland 


Cosponsors - H.R.5 - 117th Congress (2021-2022): Equality Act | Congre... https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5/cosponsors?q...
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RELIGIOUS FREEDOM


‘Blessings Of Liberty’: How
‘The Equality Act’ Viciously
Attacks Christians, Freedom,


Society, Sex, And You


According to the Equality Act, religious nurses, doctors, and hospitals unwilling to kill an
unborn child or perform a sex-change surgery could be legally discriminating.


“Have you been following this ‘Equality Act?'” a Catholic priest I know asked me as I


passed on the icy sidewalk early Sunday afternoon.


“A bit,” I answered. “You can be sure anything that comes out of D.C. does the opposite


of its name.”


“Check it out today,” he replied. “It could pass as early as this week, and it’s very, very


troubling.”


The two of us went our ways, carefully navigating the icy bricks back to the safety of


our homes. The monsignor was right, of course: If the Equality Act passes, he won’t be


safe in his home much longer, nor will women be safe in their sports, their restrooms


and locker rooms, the nail salons they work in, nor even shelters from homelessness


and abuse.


The act, which the House is expected to pass for the second time in nine months on


Thursday before sending it to a now-Democratic Senate, opens up swinging on


Christian (as well as most religions’) concepts of morality in marriage, sex, and


identity. It would strike biological sex from the 1964 Civil Rights Act, replacing it with


“sexual orientation and gender identity.” Belief in traditional marriage, the act would


legislate, is a speci�ic example of illegal discrimination.


If the bill passes the Senate, our church parishes will become soft targets. While weak-


kneed men like David French con�idently celebrated the migration of drag queens


from rowdy, seedy city bars to children’s library story hours as “blessings of liberty,” it


will be curious to see what he thinks when parish halls are subjected to those same


blessings.
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It’s all made possible by massively expanding the government’s de�inition of bigotry,


as well as the de�inition of public gathering places to include any place that “provides


exhibition, entertainment, recreation, exercise, amusement, public gathering or public


display.” When you add the above to “any establishment that provides a good, service,


or program,” you’ve put nearly the entirety of American civic life under the thumb of


radical activists.


And they’re not remotely done. Unhappy with the restrictions on eligibility that


Catholic and other religious adoption agencies put on families looking to take children


into their homes, the act seeks to nationalize Massachusetts, New York, and


California’s outright bans on religious adoption agencies’ right to operate according to


conscience. Never mind that there are any number of secular adoption agencies with


no traditional marriage guidelines; shutting down the organizations that invented


adoption, the bill states, will “increase the number of homes available to foster


children.”


Meanwhile, Catholic school and other forms of religious education, rare alternatives to


increasingly failing and liberal public education, will be compelled by the act to teach


a concept of marriage antithetical to their faith, as well as the popular but absurd


claim that boys can be girls and girls can be boys. Religious education alternatives are


already suffering under government COVID rules, with many that serve poor, inner-


city children hardest hit, but vulnerability is a one-way street for the bill’s sponsors,


who also target shelters and homes for homeless and battered women, demanding


they admit men who say they’re ladies.


The same rules will apply to women’s sports, as well as their bathrooms and locker


rooms, effectively nationalizing coastal states’ dangerous experiments on women


(including children) trying to compete athletically with fairness, use the restroom, or


simply shower in privacy.


Salons, too, will not be able to “discriminate” based on biology, opening the door in


the United States for the Canadian nightmare where Jessica Yaniv — a man who


identi�ies as a woman while still being attracted to women — sued to force female nail


salon employees to wax his privates. You don’t have to be a woman to understand the


level of sexual assault implicit in an adult man demanding a woman handle his


privates for money or risk the force of law.
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Remember Masterpiece Cakeshop’s Jack Phillips? In 2017, after �ive years of �ighting


the Colorado baker won a Supreme Court battle establishing his right to abstain from


services he opposed on religious grounds. Four years later, however, he is still


embroiled in an unending stream of lawsuits and complaints brought by radical gay


and transgender activists (and even a Satanist). The Equality Act would take the


treatment Phillips has received over his views on marriage and gender, and


nationalize it. Virtually no businessman would be exempt.


Nor will the Little Sisters of the Poor’s hard-fought-if-�leeting legal victories be safe.


According to the Equality Act, religious nurses, doctors, and hospitals unwilling to kill


an unborn child or perform a potentially mentally destabilizing, deeply invasive,


medically unsound sex-change surgery could be legally discriminating.


While the Little Sisters were able to beat back their antagonists — who were led by


President Joe Biden’s nominee to head the Department of Health and Human Services,


Xavier Becerra — using 1993’s Religious Freedom Restoration Act, this last line of


defense would be useless against the Equality Act.


“The Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993,” the act reads, “shall not provide a


claim concerning, or a defense to a claim under, a covered title, or provide a basis for


challenging the application or enforcement of a covered title.”


Under the Equality Act, after all, American law is a tool to attack our rights of


conscience, our religious freedom, our businesses, our schools, our families, our


neighbors, our priests, and our churches. How dare anyone expect to use the law to


defend against it?


While the act is nearly certain to pass the Democratic House of Representatives, its


fate in the Senate is less assured. Americans must pay close attention. Our society


depends on it.


Christopher Bedford is a senior editor at The Federalist, the vice chairman of


Young Americans for Freedom, a board member at the National Journalism


Center, and the author of The Art of the Donald. Follow him on Twitter.
Copyright © 2021 The Federalist, a wholly independent division of FDRLST Media, All Rights


Reserved.
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From Chip Roy


• Redefine sex as including “gender identity”
• Classify objection to abortion as “pregnancy” discrimination
• Force girls to compete against boys in sports
• Force doctors to provide sex-change procedures to minors against their will
• Force battered women’s shelters to allow biological men in alongside 
traumatized women
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